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Abstract
Presented work focuses on solving of the vehicle routing
problem, which is considered as a basic supply problem.
The main motivation is to achieve high quality solutions of
the vehicle routing problem in the shortest possible time.
It tries to achieve this goal via parallelization of the ant
colony optimization metaheuristics, which is suitable for
calculating of combinatorial problems. The vehicle routing problem is an NP-complete problem, therefore usage
of heuristics is the only way to solve it on large instances.
The author proposes and compares different settings and
solving methods of the vehicle routing problem using the
ant colony optimization in sequence and parallel execution. He determines appropriate application of the local search methods, which improves solution quality and
applies the elite approach. On selected communication
topology, he proposes and compares several synchronization and communication strategies, all from achieved quality and speedup point of view, on different number of
multi-core processors.
The author presents his own optimization tool, which is
based on execution of the ant colony optimization in a parallel environment. The author applies proposed parallel
method to the very large scale vehicle routing problem
instances with as many as 1200 customers.
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1.

Introduction

Optimization of the transport system problems is currently required by science community and also by transport and telecommunication companies. There is a necessity of achieving high quality solutions of combinatorial problems in a very short time. The goal of research
in this field is to find effective method to find solution
of supply problems. Looking for optimal routes of larger
problems with many customers is too expensive and therefore using of heuristic method is the only option. There
exists several heuristic methods which can be used. One
of them is called ant colony optimization (ACO). This
modern method has been inspired by behaviour of ants
and was discovered in late nineties. This method is used
by scientists and there are many publications which discuss it. On its base there were developed many applications. This method was successfully used to solve NPcomplete problems, where to get solution requires exponential time. These problems include: travelling salesman
problem, quadratic assignment problem, solving of many
transport problems, schedule problems, telecommunication problems, protein folding problems and so on. Modern computing technologies bring new opportunities and
thesis for research. Currently available multi-core architecture allows running parallel computations also on personal computers. It makes sense to design new optimization methods and investigate existing parallel algorithms
for this new computer architectures. In our work we have
focused on possibilities of effective parallel implementation of the ant colony optimization method which is applied on vehicle routing problem. Ant colony optimization
and its variations are suitable for using in parallel computing environment including multi-core architectures.

2.

Vehicle Routing Problem Formulation

Symmetric vehicle routing problem can be according to [5]
defined on complete not oriented graph G = (V, E), where
V = {0, ..., n} is set of vertexes. Each vertex i ∈ V \ {0}
represents customer with positive demand qi which is required by customer, where 0 means depot and q0 = 0.
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Each edge e ∈ E = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V, i < j} has assignment
positive value cij representing distance respectively costs
required to transfer from i a j. There are m available vehicles with capacity Q in depot. It is required to determine
m routes with minimal costs with following constrains:
• each route starts and ends in depot,
• each customer is served exactly once,
• sum of all satisfied demands in one route does not
exceed vehicle capacity Q.
The solution can be imagined as set of arcs on graph which
share exactly one point which is depot. To describe vehicle routing problem we introduce binary decision variable
xkij with following representation:

xkij =



1


0

, when vehicle k follows vertex j
immediately after vertex i,
otherwise.

minf (x) =

cij xkij

(1)

n
X
i=0
i6=j

xkij −

xkij qj ≤ Q

n
X

n X
m
X

1 ≤ k ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n (3)

xkij = 1

1 ≤ j ≤ n (4)

i=0 k=1
i6=j

XX
i∈S j∈S
j6=i

1 ≤ k ≤ m (2)

xkjl = 0

l=0
l6=j

xkij ≤ |S| − 1
xkij ∈ {0, 1}

• when food is found by ant this ant returns by deterministic way to the nest and leaves pheromone trail
on travelled edges,

Optimization of ant colony can be according to [12] applied to each combinatorial problem which can be defined
by constructive heuristics.
First published algorithm which used ant system (AS) for
solving of the travelling salesman problem was presented
in [11]. During initialization phase of algorithm is sets
matrix of pheromone to value τ0 according to following
nn
is length of
formula: τij = τ0 = Cm
nn , ∀(i, j), where C
route produced by nearest neighbourhood heuristics.

with following constrains:

i=0 j=1
j6=i

• the ant remembers visited vertexes to avoid subcycles,

• the pheromone on each edge evaporates in time.

i=0 j=0 k=1
j6=i

n
n X
X

• the artificial ant creates solution by travelling between vertexes and in each vertex ant decides to
choose next vertex to be visited by probability specified by amount of the pheromone,

• the intensity of left pheromone is given by achieved
quality of constructed solution,

Problem is defined as
n X
n X
m
X

phenomenon was in [15] explained by ability of ants to
communicate indirectly using pheromone on the ground.
This approach is basic for the ant colony optimization
method. It was shown in [8] how approach of combination of heuristic information and probabilistic behaviour
of ants can be used to optimize combinatorial problems.
Computation of problem which was looking for shortest
path was described by following artificial ant model:

∀S ⊆ {1, ..., n},
(5)
1 ≤ k ≤ m, |S| ≥ 2
1 ≤ k ≤ m, 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
(6)
0 ≤ j ≤ n, i 6= j

Constrains (2) ensures that vehicles can not be overloaded.
Constrains (3) ensures that each customer visited by vehicle is also left by the same vehicle. Constrains (4) ensures
that each customer is visited exactly once and depot is
left by all used vehicles. Constrains (5) ensures that no
sub-cycle is created in graph and obligatory constrains (6)
ensures variables to be binary.

3. Ant Colony Optimization Method
Behaviour of single ant can be considered too simple to
solve complex problems. But colony of ants can solve
more complex problems which can not be handled by individuals. The ability of colony to find short path from food
source to the nest is an example. Single ant can not determine itself whether selecting of route is profitable. This

During creating of solutions ant k which is in vertex i
decides to visit vertex j with following probabilistic rule:

α
β
 P [τij ] [ηij ]
when j ∈ Nik ,
k
[τil ]α [ηil ]β
k
l∈N
(7)
pij =
i

0
otherwise,

where ηij = d1ij , while dij is distance between vertexes
i and j, α and β are parameters which specify influence
of pheromone and heuristic value and define balance between exploitation and exploration. Nik denotes set of
feasible neighbourhood of vertex i where the ant k is.
After finishing of each iteration pheromone evaporates
from each edge independently on behaviour of ants. This
can be described by following equation:
τij ← (1 − ρ)τij , ∀(i, j) ∈ L

(8)

where ρ means pheromone evaporation coefficient.
When construction of feasible solution is finished all m
ants alter pheromone matrix by following equation:
τij ← τij +

m
X

k=1

k
∆τij
, ∀(i, j) ∈ L,

(9)

k
where ∆τij
is amount of pheromone put by ant k on edge
(i, j) and is defined by:
(
1
when edge (i, j) ∈ T k ,
k
(10)
∆τij = C k
0
otherwise,
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where C k is length of route T k created by ant k and it
is calculated as summary of all lengths of all edges which
belongs to T k . Equation (10) ensures that better solutions
alter pheromone matrix with higher influence. This way
edges which are in good solutions are more preferable in
next iterations.
It was shown in [12] that the ant system method converges
to optimum. But the biggest disadvantage is dramatically
reduced performance according to increased number of
vertexes.

3.1

Rank-based Ant System (ASrank )

Improvement of the ant system which was presented in [3]
is combination of principles of elite strategy and graded
putting of pheromone on the ground. At the end of each
iteration prior to pheromone evaporation all ants are ordered by achieved quality. Each elitists ant alters matrix
of pheromone according to its own order in elite r. The
formula of pheromone actualization (9) is modified to:
τij ← τij +

w−1
X
r=1

r
bs
(w − r)∆τij
+ w∆τij
, ∀(i, j) ∈ L, (11)

bs
r
= C1bs , while
where w is size of elite, ∆τij
= C1r and ∆τij
r
C is length of route produced by elitist ant r and C bs is
length of best so far solution. Both equations (8) and (7)
are unchanged.

Results presented in [3] shows that ASrank produces better results that simple elitists ant system (EAS) presented
in [11] and much better results as the ant system. This is
achieved especially when larger instances are solved.

3.2

Savings Based Method

There was adapted algorithm ASrank to solve of vehicle
routing problem in [4]. In [20] this algorithm was improved by applying of local search method which was applied after construction of solutions of ants. Algorithm
[20] leaves equations of pheromone modification (8) and
(11). It leaves also probabilistic rule (7) but estimation of
costs ηij is according to [6] defined as ηij = d0i +dj0 −dij ,
where dij represents distance between vertexes i and j,
and index 0 represents depot (see Figure 1). On contrary
of [4] which applies 2-Opt heuristics over each produced
solution, method presented in [20] prior to 2-Opt heuristics tries to swap customers between different routes.

3

influence of the elite size on our implementation of saving based ant colony optimization. We have changed the
elite size from value 1 to 12 and also for value 99. We
have found appropriate value of the elite size to be 6 ants
which we have used in following experiments. The value
is similar to one presented in [10]. In Figure 2 we can
see differences in convergence speed according to the elite
size for testing instances [5] and [14].

4. Application of local search
Application of the local search method markedly improves
results of the ant colony optimization. Therefore we have
decided to compare several suggested local search strategies to achieve best possible ratio of solution quality and
shorting of execution time. There follows tested strategies in parallel environment as they are also presented in
Table 2:
a) Without application – in this case there are no changing in achieved solutions and the elite is composed
from the best solutions at the end of each iteration.
b) With swap of customers between different routes
over each solutions – exchanging of customers between different routes is done over each solution produced by ants. The elite is chosen at the end of each
iteration from improved solutions.
c) With swap of customers between different routes
and 2+2.5-Opt over solutions which are better than
90% of previously obtained solutions – the first iteration does both improvements over each solution.
At the end of iteration it is determined how much
better is the value of best solution of iteration. Percentage value of the improved solution is multiplied
by coefficient 0.9 and it is remembered. In the following iteration the improvements are applied only
on solutions which achieved quality is better than
value of already known best solution decreased by
remembered improvement.
d) With swap of customers between the routes over
each solution and 2+2.5-Opt over elite solutions at
the end of the iteration – it tries to exchange customers between routes over each solution. The 2
and 2.5-Opt heuristics is applied only over achieved
elite.
e) With swap of customers between different routes
and 2+2.5-Opt over all solutions – all improving
procedures are applied over each solution. There
is no other operation done over the elite which is
given by best achieved solutions.

Figure 1: Visualization of selecting the savings ηij
In this work we did experiments comparing results from
different constructing methods which are shown in Table 1. We have used the best one denoted CVRPs+LS in
next experiments.

3.3

Influence of the Elite Size

There is defined parameter w denoting the elite size in
equation (11). In separate experiment we have tested

f) With swap of customers between different routes
and 2+2.5-Opt over elite solutions at the end of
the iteration – in this case there are all improving
procedures applied at the end of iteration over the
achieved elite.
g) With swap of customers between different routes
and 2+2.5-Opt over the 10% of the best solutions
at the end of creation of solutions – there are applied local search procedures over 10% of best solutions at the end of each iteration. There is improved
chance of good solution to get into elite. The elite
is determined after this step.
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CVRP1
CVRP1+LS
CVRP2
CVRP2+LS
CVRPs
CVRPs+LS

C4

C5

G18

G19

G20

1669.91±8.80
1426.34±8.48
1700.70±17.39
1181.44±14.39
1073.64±12.32
1059.67±4.80

2075.02±14.69
1813.41±12.77
2191.40±26.83
1482.57±15.06
1375.77±10.20
1334.43±10.66

1290.28±6.21
1177.30±4.00
1549.35±22.76
1071.80±2.73
1090.18±7.17
1048.37±3.72

1811.74±9.11
1628.59±10.88
2178.33±31.12
1472.84±6.88
1490.94±10.26
1434.79±5.04

2442.65±12.14
2209.43±4.58
3135.35±18.37
1937.41±4.13
2005.39±14.27
1920.52±12.99

Table 1: Comparison of solution quality of selected tested instances by the multiple travelling salesman
problem with coefficient ηij = d1ij (denoted as CVRP1), ηij = di0 + d0j − 2 ∗ dij + 2 ∗ |di0 − d0j | (denoted
as CVRP2) and saving based method (denoted as CVRPs); with and without using of local search
2+2.5-Opt

C4 (n=150)

1180

1460

1160

1440
hodnota funkcie

hodnota funkcie

1140
1120
1100
1080

10

20

30

40
iterácia

50

60

70

1380
1360

13000

80

G18 (n=300)

20

40

iterácia

60

80

100

G19 (n=360)

1560

1120

1540

1110

1520

1100

hodnota funkcie

hodnota funkcie

1400

1320

1130

1090
1080
1070

1500
1480
1460

1060

1440

1050
10400

1420

1340

1060
10400

C5 (n=199)

1480

20

40

60

80 100
iterácia

120

140

160

G20 (n=420)

2080

14200

20

40

60

80 100
iterácia

120

140

160

180

2060

hodnota funkcie

2040
2020
2000
elita
elita
elita
elita

1980
1960
1940
19200

50

100

iterácia

150

200

=
=
=
=

1
6
12
99

250

Figure 2: Speed of convergence according to size of elite for presented instances.
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instance and
strategy

1 core

2 cores

4 cores

8 cores / 2 nodes
Q
tr [s]

16 cores / 4 nodes
Q
tr [s]

5

32 cores / 8 nodes
Q
tr [s]

Q

tr [s]

Q

tr [s]

Q

tr [s]

C4

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

1073.64
1072.66
1068.51
1061.60
1058.17
1064.90
1059.67

66.88
90.18
69.13
88.83
92.02
67.90
68.80

1076.77
1065.60
1071.80
1055.27
1055.33
1060.88
1059.23

67.86
90.68
69.45
89.22
92.35
68.35
69.60

1072.82
1062.45
1066.96
1053.67
1055.20
1059.23
1054.04

68.91
91.56
70.45
91.28
93.97
69.59
70.85

1065.91
1060.96
1066.38
1052.58
1052.56
1060.19
1052.17

70.26
94.15
70.95
90.78
93.91
70.23
70.94

1064.48
1057.52
1063.51
1053.69
1051.50
1053.44
1048.28

69.63
93.29
71.36
91.78
94.40
70.13
71.41

1061.25
1053.89
1058.08
1051.36
1049.12
1051.62
1049.66

70.37
91.99
71.29
91.93
93.99
70.02
71.14

C5

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

1375.77
1357.70
1356.29
1335.41
1343.68
1342.95
1334.43

237.93
326.04
248.86
320.09
325.78
240.51
245.89

1371.64
1349.92
1353.31
1335.96
1337.58
1340.17
1336.36

241.20
330.03
247.83
323.22
330.46
243.60
249.34

1364.04
1351.60
1350.67
1335.29
1333.51
1336.99
1328.61

240.64
330.62
252.76
324.57
329.91
247.12
251.02

1353.21
1340.79
1351.95
1331.41
1327.99
1334.55
1326.73

244.32
332.55
255.05
330.10
334.72
249.76
255.08

1349.21
1339.25
1345.06
1326.90
1325.24
1335.50
1319.57

247.45
332.17
254.16
330.67
335.16
248.54
254.37

1342.27
1336.04
1347.97
1323.90
1321.48
1331.07
1318.83

247.35
331.51
258.79
328.21
336.61
249.49
256.76

G18

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

1090.18
1068.37
1070.89
1044.24
1044.53
1054.07
1048.37

1531.56
2330.68
1680.53
2270.03
2309.11
1517.16
1601.62

1083.51
1062.82
1060.34
1050.93
1048.31
1050.27
1043.67

1562.11
2380.51
1687.63
2273.50
2363.01
1553.18
1611.73

1077.33
1062.56
1064.75
1044.15
1046.34
1045.99
1045.53

1566.82
2418.77
1714.85
2340.83
2366.81
1600.20
1615.54

1079.53
1058.93
1054.70
1044.12
1040.62
1046.14
1039.97

1541.82
2409.50
1725.84
2342.69
2387.26
1588.03
1674.77

1070.51
1052.99
1056.34
1038.11
1037.65
1044.23
1037.42

1590.65
2431.21
1716.97
2381.55
2368.95
1605.39
1671.72

1067.67
1045.54
1053.24
1032.84
1033.82
1038.50
1034.88

1583.74
2434.68
1749.00
2387.60
2418.15
1626.01
1671.67

G19

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

1490.94
1458.85
1469.92
1434.23
1435.61
1435.20
1434.79

3549.70
5733.60
4053.79
5486.13
5591.57
3638.56
3729.62

1483.58
1452.60
1458.32
1431.62
1431.83
1427.62
1434.52

3594.26
5715.61
4079.17
5567.16
5689.66
3686.58
3700.21

1478.67
1450.66
1455.56
1431.34
1427.49
1432.86
1430.27

3673.24
5808.61
4122.13
5682.22
5854.06
3782.66
3854.76

1474.32
1447.15
1445.12
1426.92
1423.01
1422.08
1423.27

3688.81
5858.10
4234.11
5685.51
5768.84
3931.78
3834.98

1463.99
1438.95
1453.05
1422.85
1424.26
1418.91
1419.78

3809.60
5964.54
4261.10
5784.89
5806.44
3932.88
3983.18

1461.26
1436.29
1441.35
1422.95
1418.52
1424.02
1419.06

3783.59
6014.94
4306.77
5816.71
5886.48
3946.10
4001.67

G20

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

2005.39
1946.34
1948.22
1915.45
1906.72
1916.87
1920.52

7319.65
12222.55
8414.95
12038.82
12128.04
7615.33
7645.47

1984.39
1942.88
1945.18
1912.30
1908.05
1916.62
1916.22

7288.09
12529.92
8517.72
12215.34
12435.38
7652.06
7832.38

1981.95
1934.30
1947.83
1909.23
1913.82
1910.59
1909.70

7414.20
12965.74
8701.51
12431.00
12387.86
7659.71
7971.88

1967.42
1930.61
1947.39
1905.42
1901.70
1905.30
1901.06

7482.85
12846.25
8742.08
12610.59
12857.91
8007.52
8175.61

1965.96
1921.07
1940.89
1898.83
1899.71
1903.83
1896.16

7492.99
13241.31
8717.29
12790.59
12834.34
7982.19
8373.35

1952.96
1918.47
1938.78
1895.68
1894.33
1893.48
1891.70

7659.46
13040.75
8866.79
12953.67
13048.26
8184.40
8355.33

Table 2: Comparison of different local search methods and strategies of their application in parallel
environment for specified instances, where tr means running time and Q means average value of obtained
quality.
From the results shown in Table 2 we can see that the
best quality is provided by running of all methods of local search over each solution. But this strategy is very
time consuming. Fastest results were provided when no
improving procedures was applied but this method gave
the worst results. We can identify long-time strategies:
b), d) and e) and short-time strategies: a), c), f) and g).
The best ratio between quality of the solution and the
calculation speed gives the strategy which applies local
search at the end of iteration over the 10% of the best
solutions. With 32 colonies it achieved similar quality of
solutions as the best achieved solutions with instances C4,
G18 and G19. The difference is smaller than 0.2%. This
strategy achieved best results for instances C5 and G20.
On the other hand the execution time was different from
strategy without application of improving method by 1%
in case C4, 3% in C5, 5% in G18, 6% in G19 and 9% in
G20. Comparing the strategy e) which had almost the
same quality for instance G20 it requires more than 70%
of time.

DO PARALLEL
Set up parameters
Initialize of pheromone matrix
WHILE (terminate condition not met)
Create solutions by ants
Apply local search // optional
IF (communication step)
Exchange information between colonies
Evaluate received information
ENDIF
Update pheromone matrix
ENDWHILE
END PARALLEL
Figure 3: Parallel execution of Ant Colony Optimization.

5. Parallel Ant Colony Optimization
The ant colony optimization metaheuristics is characterized by possibility to execute relatively independent ants
in parallel. The communication between ants is necessary only in specific situations. The term communication
means exchanging of information needed by artificial ants
for their execution. Typically the pheromone matrix or
the best solution is exchanged. In case of ASrank also
elite solutions are exchanged. Received solutions must be
arranged. Parallel running of the ant colony optimization
is shown by Algorithm 3.
Taxonomy of the parallel ACO algorithm strategies was
presented in [19] and it is shown in Figure 4.

Parallel ACO







number of colonies

single colony
cooperation
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A [no]
A
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H
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j
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@
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@
R
@


independent run

multi-colony

@
R
@
grain

Figure 4: Taxonomy of parallel ACO algorithms.
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Cluster which was used in our tests contained 32 cores
divided in 8 computation nodes. Used communication
topology was based on two levels. Within each node it
was possible to use shared memory therefore all communication inside nodes were implemented in this way. There
was also used low level caching between cores. Communication which was done between different nodes was based
on User Datagram Protocol. Inter-node communication
was based on ”each to each” approach.

6. Proposed Communication Strategies
In this work we were looking for the best communication
strategy, to produce high quality solutions in the shortest
time. There were done two experiments on each communication strategy with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 used cores on
each tested problem instance.
At the first the number of the ants was fixed. Ants were
divided between colonies, counting 2 ∗ n iterations. The
results compares how the algorithm behaves in the parallel environment when the number of the ants is fixed.
The quality, the running time, communication/ waiting
time and the speedup was evaluated for every strategy.
In the second experiment the number of the ants was set
as the half of the number of customers in each colony.
In this experiment, the termination rule was specified according to the time of execution, from the previous experiment. The exception was made with 32 colonies when we
tried two different termination times. The aim of the second experiment was how the number of the ants with fixed
finishing time influences the quality of the solution. In every experiment we have used settings from the analysis of
sequence algorithm. The pheromone evaporate ratio was
0.95, the elite was 6 ants, the local search procedure was
done on the best 10% of ants, α = β = 5. The size of
neighbourhood in saving list was n2 .

6.1

Algorithm without exchanging of information

The first researched parallel method in this work is the
algorithm using the strategy when each colony does not
exchange the information. Only final solutions of colonies are compared at the end of execution. It is possible
to use this strategy only because the ant colony method
uses randomness. It depends on fact that every colony
decides to examines different part of search space in the
first iterations. The algorithm as can be seen in Graph 5
does not give bad results even to its simplicity and the
communication time is marginal.

6.2

Synchronous algorithm

The second experiment presents method which synchronously exchanges the best solution and elite solutions between ant colonies. It tries to keep actual information
about the whole system between colonies. The colonies
are waiting and exchanging the information about their
elite’s solutions at the end of every iteration. Each colony
keeps its own copy of pheromone matrix so ants does not
need to wait each time when they try to access it. The
pheromone matrices of each colony are modified by exchanged information at the end of the iteration. The big
disadvantage of this approach is high time required by
synchronization process.

6.3

Asynchronous exchanging of the best solution

This algorithm tries to exchange the best solution only
in case it was found instead of every iteration. Saved
communication time is used to search for another solutions. Each colony manages own, differently influenced
pheromone matrix. To reduce probability of convergence
to the local optimum as discovered in [12] when only best
solution is exchanged, we exchange several elite solutions
of the ant colony. It is possible to accept whole elite in
receiving colony or to combine received elite with the local one. We have discovered in experiment that slightly
better results are given by the combination of received
elite and local elite.

6.4

Asynchronous exchanging of the pheromone matrix

Following two algorithms use the pheromone matrix as the
exchanging information between colonies. It is possible to
exchange the pheromone matrix, combination of solutions
and the pheromone matrix or the parts of the pheromone
matrix. There was mentioned that from solution quality
point of view there is no difference between synchronously
sending pheromone matrix or best solutions in [12]. But
instead of that we have used asynchronous communication. Each colony has its own pheromone matrix which
can be different.

6.4.1 Influence by higher value of the pheromone
Following communication method has two characteristics.
It exchanges complete pheromone matrix between the colonies and tries to avoid staying in the local optimum.
Usually the pheromone matrix in ASrank is evaporated
according to (8). Therefore later the probability of creating solutions which have low level of pheromone on
their edges is decreasing. Presented strategy influences
the pheromone matrix as the whole unit to increase the
chance of selecting several perspective edges from other
colonies by additional increasing of the level of pheromone.
Elements of local pheromone matrix in case of receiving another pheromone matrix are influenced by following
equation:
r
τij ← max{τij , τij
},

(12)

r
where τij represents pheromone value on arc (i, j) and τij
represents pheromone value on the same arc on received
pheromone matrix.

The biggest disadvantage of the algorithm is the necessity
of exchanging of complete matrix which size has higher
order. Sharing memory between the colonies in one computing node and exchanging matrix in compressed form
has been used to achieve higher performance. This time is
counted to the time which is spent with communication.

6.4.2 The probability of influencing the pheromone
This method tries to improve previous one by two changes.
It tries to decrease amount of exchanged data and tries
to exchange only interesting elements of the pheromone
matrix, because it is useless to exchange data which does
not improve the quality of solutions of receiving colony.
This is done by counting the average value of sending
pheromone matrix and according to this probability, elements are or are not sent. The probability of sending the
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element of the pheromone matrix τij is given:
p=

τij
,
ατavg

(13)

where τavg is the average value of the pheromone matrix
and α is transfer coefficient which we have set empirically
to value 2. The influence of elements in the pheromone
matrix of receiving colony is done by equation (12).
The amount of exchanged data was decreased by this approach. The analysis of the variances did not show significant difference between obtained results in case we have
executed fixed number of iterations. It could seem to be
good improvement because of amount of exchanged data
has been decreased but actually it is not. Calculating of
average value and stochastic process of choosing elements
to be sent rapidly increases execution time. This wasted
time causes decreasing of solution quality in the second
experiment terminated by execution time. This was also
confirmed by the analysis of invariance.

6.5

Comparison of Achieved Results

From achieved results presented in Graph 5 and 6, we
can see there is no outstanding winner. To compare the
methods we have decided to do the average of all solutions
of problem instances C4, C5, G18, G19 and G20. This
comparison is shown in Table 3 for the experiment terminated after 2n iterations and in Table 4 for the experiment
finished by execution time.
In the first case, best results of instances G18, G19 and
G20 was gained by the strategy which exchanged elements
of the pheromone matrix according to probability. Best
solution of instance C4 was obtained by strategy exchanging the whole pheromone matrix and C5 by asynchronous
method which exchanges the best solution and elite. The
results of all three mentioned strategies was similar for instances C4 and C5. In case we have relatively small number of ants in each colony it is better to exchange information based on pheromone matrix. This was confirmed
by the analysis of invariance which showed significantly
better solution quality for the instances G18 (F = 11.50,
p ≤ .01), G19 (F = 9.97, p ≤ .01) and G20 (F = 23.71,
p ≤ .01).
This was different in case of higher number of ants when
it was better to exchange smaller amount of data. In
second experiment where n2 ants were assigned to each
colony, which was terminated by execution time, methods which exchanged pheromone matrix were worse. For
comparison of the influence of exchanging the pheromone
matrix on solution quality we made analysis of invariance
which showed that the quality of solution is significantly
worse on smaller instances C4 (F = 44.31, p ≤ .01), C5
(F = 24.54, p ≤ .01) and G18 (F = 5.41, p ≤ .01). This
is caused by longer communication times which includes
communication time, synchronization time, time for compressing pheromone matrix and the time for choosing the
elements to be send from the pheromone matrix.
When higher number of the ants is used the best strategy
is asynchronous exchange of the best solution and the
elite between the colonies. This strategy produced the
best average result and the best results for instances C4,
G18, G19 and G20. Instance C5 had the best result by the
synchronous algorithm exchanging the best solution and
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elite. Considering achieved results we can advise asynchronous method exchanging the best solution and elite
also for the very large scale vehicle routing problems.

6.6

Evaluation of the Number of Ants Allocated to
the Colony

From achieved results of communication strategies, we
can see that better solutions are obtained when termination criterion based on execution time is used. This
is caused by using n2 artificial ants in each colony. Here
more ants create more solutions and therefore chance to
find good solutions is higher. Only exception is the situation with 32 cores. There we can see significantly worse
results in each communication strategy as we expected.
The higher number of ants requires longer time to compute each iteration. It could mean that the achieved results are significantly worse because the number of executed iterations in specified time is too small. To check
this behaviour we made another test where the execution
time was extended by 20%. In this case the quality of the
solutions was better.
We analyzed results of experiment terminated by fixed
n
for
number of iterations where the artificial ants were 32
each colony. In this case the quality of solution was not
increasing during last iterations. The quality was increasing in case of the second experiment. Therefore it is important to find such number of the ants which is not too
small but still big enough to stabilize pheromone matrix.
This way we could obtain better results.
We did another experiment to search of the appropriate
number of ants per colony in parallel environment where
the number of ants was changed according to the number
of customers and it is shown in Table 5 with achieved
quality.
In the Table 5 we can see that the best obtained results
are with n4 artificial ants per each colony. With changing
of the number of ants the solution is getting worse. Not
enough iterations were done in cases of n2 and n3 . But in
n
n
case of n8 , 16
and 32
not enough solutions were examined
by the small number or ants. The analysis of invariance
showed that there is significant difference between the results obtained from different number of ants per colony
for all tested instances C4 (F = 21.88, p ≤ .001), C5
(F = 47.54, p ≤ .001), G18 (F = 42.95, p ≤ .001), G19
(F = 56.35, p ≤ .001) and G20 (F = 56.33, p ≤ .001).
We have to consider the influence of the number of ants
especially when short execution time is used.

7.

The Very Large Scale Vehicle Routing Problems

When original method was used on the very large scale
vehicle routing problem we did not achieve appropriate
solution quality in required time. Therefore we applied
sweep heuristics before execution of the ant colony optimization method. By affecting pheromone matrix by
solution of sweep heuristics we achieved shorter computation time with increasing of solution quality.
The development of solution quality using sweep heuristics and without its usage for instances G21 to G32 is
shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that there is obtained
much better solution quality from the beginning of execution in case of applying the sweep heuristics.
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Figure 5: Comparison of solution quality of different communication strategies with different number of
colonies when fixed number of iterations was executed. Number of ants is fixed system-wide.
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Figure 6: Comparison of solution quality of different communication strategies with different number of
colonies when execution time is fixed. Each colony contains fixed number of ants.
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instance
C4
C5
G18
G19
G20
average

Qnc

tr

Qr

tr

Qb

tr

Qmp

tr

Qsp

9

tr

1059.16±4.58
1337.45±7.15
1049.66±6.14
1438.68±5.61
1922.23±8.66

46.40
161.74
1043.65
2488.99
5258.03

1059.89±5.55
1336.30±8.07
1049.45±6.79
1435.03±7.55
1918.40±9.94

46.25
162.32
1047.59
2615.18
5145.81

1059.14±5.25
1335.80±8.39
1048.73±6.47
1436.53±8.17
1916.87±10.33

45.83
161.36
1047.94
2466.16
4993.67

1058.87±4.39
1336.36±8.27
1049.50±6.38
1436.76±7.53
1919.62±10.36

46.04
160.71
1043.37
2467.35
4986.45

1058.96±6.44
1335.95±9.53
1045.41±5.86
1432.55±9.46
1910.25±9.96

46.14
161.63
1042.31
2442.07
5034.63

1361.43±319.59

1799.76

1359.81±318.01

1803.43

1359.41±317.84

1742.99

1360.22±318.70

1740.78

1356.62±316.02

1745.36

Table 3: Comparison of average values of presented strategies and running times when n ants were
divided across colonies, where Q denotes average quality of solution and tr denotes running time based
on executed number of iterations.
Qnc

instance
C4
C5
G18
G19
G20
average

tr

Qr

tr

Qb

tr

Qmp

tr

Qsp

tr

1052.16±5.58
1332.50±13.23
1050.22±8.07
1441.64±11.80
1925.52±18.90

46.21
162.31
1045.29
2535.24
5201.55

1051.37±5.61
1330.44±12.55
1049.96±9.58
1440.39±13.91
1925.59±20.72

46.15
162.21
1044.73
2533.94
5199.95

1051.16±4.88
1331.65±12.37
1049.83±10.34
1439.52±14.29
1924.81±18.67

46.20
162.31
1045.23
2535.13
5201.54

1054.05±7.26
1335.57±14.08
1051.56±10.86
1440.53±14.32
1926.42±20.04

46.21
162.32
1045.34
2535.21
5201.60

1057.47±11.93
1339.46±19.06
1051.22±13.46
1440.05±19.06
1925.18±25.28

46.20
162.35
1045.28
2535.19
5201.45

1360.41±322.60

1798.12

1359.55±322.60

1797.40

1359.39±322.31

1798.08

1361.63±322.02

1798.13

1362.68±321.13

1798.09

Table 4: Comparison of average values denoted by Q obtained by presented communication strategies
and execution times tr when n2 artificial ants were assigned to each colony. Termination criterion is based
on execution time.
In contrary of the D-Ant in [9], the sweep heuristics was
not used for dividing routes with following calculating of
the travelling salesman problems over each of route. It
was used to achieve good starting solution and to focus
ant colony to areas similar to sweep colony.
To determine appropriate amount of influence of the pheromone matrix another experiment was done. If we influenced the pheromone matrix too little we did not get
any advantage. If we influenced the pheromone matrix
too much the colony could not improve the solution and
it quickly stopped in one of the local optimum. The results of different affection of starting pheromone matrix
are presented in Table 6. The application is done by equation:

τij =

(

τ0
τ0 ∗ η

, when edge (i, j) belongs to solution,
otherwise.
(14)

From the results of three different instances we can see
the best results were done in the case of influencing by
the η = 0.7 for tasks G21 and G32 with η = 0.5 for
task G27. We expected that different values caused lower
quality of the solution.

7.1

Obtained Solutions of the Very Large Scale Vehicle Routing Problem Instances

For solving of the very large scale vehicle routing problem in parallel environment we have used 32 cores divided
into 8 nodes. Each core counted one colony where we emn
artificial ants where n means the
pirically allocated 16
number of customers. The colonies were asynchronously
cooperating and exchanging information about the best
solution and the elite of the colony. Affection of the
pheromone matrix was done by coefficient η = 0.7. We
have used time based termination criterion which was
given from previous experiment where n iterations were
done. It was determined by time when the value of the
solution did not improve any more.
Obtained solutions from the very large scale vehicle routing problem of ten independent runs are presented in Table 7. Almost in all instances we achieved average solution

to be under 1% of the best-known solution which was estimated in [18]. Significantly bad results were achieved
in instances G25 with 760 customers and G27 with 840
customers. This is caused because these two problems
have another structure (see [18]) and the sweep heuristics
does not produce appropriate division of customers into
routes. The colonies affected by this wrong solution were
not able to improve enough quality of solution considering
to relatively short termination time.

8.

Conclusions

We have developed the method using the ant colony optimization metaheuritic for solving vehicle routing problem in this work. We have chosen parallel environment to
achieve quality solutions in the shortest possible time. We
have analyzed two possible construction methods: greedy
constructive heuristics and saving based method. We
have compared obtained solutions. We have set up appropriate parameters of the method in parallel environment
by using of literature and by our experiments. We have
shown different local searching strategies and their influence on solution quality. We have presented our own optimization tool which was designed to solve vehicle routing
problems in parallel environment by ACO. This tool is
portable, configurable and free. It can be used in massive
parallel systems and in multi-core personal computers as
well. It can be easily improved for different problems. We
have applied our parallel ant colony optimization method
to several problem instances, with 150 - 420 customers.
We have applied optimized algorithm on the vehicle routing problem with 560 - 1200 customers. We have shortened computation time by affecting pheromone matrix
by solution obtained by sweep heuristics. We have determined appropriate ratio of pheromone matrix affection.
The method was applied in parallel environment using
double-level communication topology. We have analyzed
efficiency and speedup of proposed method in parallel execution.
As far as we know, this is the first application of ant colony
optimization method to instances of the very large scale
vehicle routing problem. In [1] are presented high quality
solutions obtained by genetic algorithm but with worse
computation times. Solution of instance G21 (560 customers) lasted 10 hours in their experiment. We have obtained similar quality in 9.3 minutes in our experiments.
Solution of instance G32 (1200 customers) lasts in [1] 74
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instance

n/2

C4
C5
G18
G19
G20

n/3

1056.60±3.44
1350.18±4.77
1064.56±5.37
1461.64±7.60
1958.09±6.43

n/4

1048.19±3.77
1324.62±9.51
1043.79±4.85
1431.03±5.66
1916.35±12.62

n/8

1046.93±4.06
1320.37±6.94
1043.64±5.25
1430.41±6.44
1914.04±9.36

n/16

1048.01±3.96
1329.14±7.47
1046.77±5.12
1433.15±5.50
1917.30±7.93

n/32

1052.61±3.28
1335.34±4.50
1050.86±5.52
1437.02±6.37
1921.85±9.98

1054.40±4.18
1336.41±6.58
1052.73±5.99
1445.15±10.29
1927.90±11.38

Table 5: Obtained solution quality of 32 cooperating colonies, according to number of ant assigned per
colony, where n is number of customers. Termination criterion is fixed execution time.
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Figure 7: Iterative development of solution quality of the very large scale vehicle routing problem
instances with and without using of the sweep heuristics.
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instance
G21
G27
G32

η=0

η = 0.2

η = 0.3

η = 0.4

η = 0.5

η = 0.6

η = 0.7

η = 0.8

η = 0.9

16906.37
20391.99
38064.83

16328.27
18729.37
37726.72

16320.76
18778.24
37690.51

16320.76
18751.49
37372.73

16316.48
18727.54
37504.08

16315.02
18755.98
37494.65

16315.02
18831.36
37078.40

16429.29
19487.25
37327.35

16475.59
20823.04
37536.96

11

Table 6: Obtained solution qualities with different influence of the sweep heuristics η when 32 cooperating
colonies were executed in parallel.
instance
G21
G22
G23
G24
G25
G26
G27
G28
G29
G30
G31
G32

Qavg
16314.45±3.70
14885.98±64.80
18830.00±4.85
21562.22±37.98
18155.41±72.50
24077.84±11.43
18778.05±3.70
26711.82±64.80
29276.70±4.85
31924.58±37.98
34366.23±72.50
37078.84±11.43

GAPavg
0.63%
2.07%
0.15%
0.81%
8.30%
0.44%
7.72%
0.55%
0.42%
0.57%
0.10%
0.43%

tr [s]
556.04±0.21
756.21±0.27
1060.11±0.55
1914.95±1.13
2117.28±2.15
2775.31±1.10
3971.53±1.04
4435.95±2.95
6898.09±3.21
12266.98±3.57
14692.52±6.33
24624.71±7.56

tc [ms]

Qb

GAPb

19.00±1.75
20.37±2.02
23.22±2.16
26.37±3.69
26.86±4.54
29.19±4.94
33.18±4.51
33.36±3.38
38.76±8.43
49.81±11.14
49.39±4.49
58.31±13.94

16310.74
14808.60
18825.34
21508.65
18038.42
24059.07
18636.38
26674.61
29229.04
31892.85
34349.65
37060.73

0.60%
1.54%
0.13%
0.56%
7.60%
0.36%
6.91%
0.41%
0.26%
0.47%
0.05%
0.38%

Table 7: Obtained solution quality of the very large scale vehicle routing problem running on 32 colonies,
where Qavg means average solution quality, GAPavg shows gap to the best-know solution, tr means running
time, tc means time spent by communication, Qb means our best achieved solution and GAPb means its
gap to the estimated best-known solution.
hours and we get our solution in 6.8 hours. We can say
that our approach is perspective for applying on the supply problems, including the variations of vehicle routing
problems. According to results we can recommend using of asynchronous communication of ant colonies. Both
from the quality and effectiveness point of view. It is
good to apply termination criterion based on execution
time. In case of small amount of used artificial ants it is
appropriate to use asynchronous communication strategy
which exchange pheromone matrix. On the other hand,
if the amount of ants is higher it is appropriate to carry
only several elite results. Further development could find
such solution characteristics which identifies perspective
solutions to be applied on pheromone matrix. The combination of genetic algorithms and the ant colony approach
in parallel environment could be also researched. The
ant colony could mutate received solution during communication. The ACOptim tool could be enlarged with
computing module to solve other transport combinatorial
problems. Also new local search methods for improving
solution quality could be implemented.
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Abstract
This work presents novel methods for verification of reachability and termination properties of programs that manipulate unbounded integer data. Most of these methods
are based on acceleration techniques which compute transitive closures of program loops.
Firtly, we present an algorithm that accelerates several
classes of integer relations and show that the new method
performs up to four orders of magnitude better than the
previous ones. On the theoretical side, our framework
provides a common solution to the acceleration problem
by proving that the considered classes of relations are periodic.
Subsequently, we introduce a semi-algorithmic reachability analysis technique that tracks relations between variables of integer programs and applies the proposed acceleration algorithm to compute summaries of procedures
in a modular way. Next, we present an alternative approach to reachability analysis that integrates predicate
abstraction with our acceleration techniques to increase
the likelihood of convergence of the algorithm. We evaluate these algorithms and show that they can handle
a number of complex integer programs where previous
approaches failed.
Finally, we study the termination problem for several
classes of program loops and show that it is decidable.
Moreover, for some of these classes, we design a polynomial time algorithm that computes the exact set of
program configurations from which non-terminating runs
exist. We further integrate this algorithm into a semialgorithmic method that analyzes termination of integer
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programs, and show that the resulting technique can verify termination properties of several non-trivial integer
programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—formal methods, model checking; F.3.1 [Logics
and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying
and Reasoning about Programs—invariants, assertions

Keywords
programs with integers, counter automata, reachability
analysis, termination analysis, acceleration, transitive closures, procedure summaries, recurrent sets, termination
preconditions

1.

Introduction

Formal verification is the task of analyzing correctness of
a computer system with respect to a given specification.
A majority of formal verification methods is sound, meaning that when a method finds no counterexample to the
specification, then the inspected system is guaranteed to
be correct. This is in contrast with traditional testing
since the fact that no error manifests in a given set of
test cases does not imply correctness of the system under inspection. Therefore, formal verification can be seen
as a technique that is complementary to traditional testing. The experience of the computer systems industry
in the last two decades shows that both techniques are
needed to ensure reliability of computer systems. This
need arises from increasing complexity and pervasiveness
of computer systems. Indeed, more and more sophisticated software systems of growing sizes run on an increasingly complex hardware. Moreover, many computer systems are safety-critical since they operate aircraft, medical devices, nuclear systems, etc., and their malfunction
may have serious consequences. Both hardware manufacturers and software developers aim to deliver reliable
systems. Hence the growing need for more sophisticated
formal verification methods that can cope with the increasing complexity of computer systems.
Model checking [29, 64] is one of the main branches of formal verification. It is an approach of automated checking whether a model of a computer system (where the
model can sometimes be identical to the system) satisfies a certain correctness specification by systematically
exploring the state space of the system being verified.
Model checking can be usually fully automated and moreover, in cases when a model violates a given specification,
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a model checking method can provide a counter-example
which demonstrates the cause of the violation. Traditionally, model checking has been applied to systems with a finite state space, especially in hardware. A major success
has been achieved when explicit representation of states
has been replaced with a symbolic one [27]. This is because a symbolic state represents a potentially large set
of concrete states which can then be manipulated simultaneously. More recently, model checking has been extended to deal with infinite state spaces which arise, e.g.,
in software that manipulates dynamic data structures or
integers. In certain cases, infinite state verification can be
reduced to finite state verification by applying e.g. cutoff techniques [15]. When such reduction is not possible,
a model checking method needs to use a symbolic representation for possibly infinite sets of states that need to
be explored. Many such representations have been proposed including those based on various kinds of automata
and logics [16, 14]. Since an automaton recognizes a potentially infinite set of traces and a logical formula may
have a potentially infinite set of models, they can be used
to encode potentially infinite sets of states.
In our work, we address model checking of sequential
non-recursive programs with unbounded integer data (also
known as counter automata, counter systems, or counter
machines). The interest for integer programs comes from
the fact that they can encode various classes of systems
with unbounded (or very large) data domains, such as
hardware circuits, cache memories, or software systems
with variables of non-primitive types, such as integer arrays, pointers and/or recursive data structures. This comes
with no surprise since, in theory, any Turing-complete
class of systems can be simulated by integer programs,
as shown by Minsky [58]. For practical purposes, however, a number of recent works have revealed cost-effective
reductions of verification problems for several classes of
complex systems to decision problems phrased in terms
of integer programs. Examples of such systems that can
be effectively verified by means of integer programs, include: specifications of hardware components [68], programs with singly-linked lists [12, 39, 19, 23], trees [45],
and integer arrays [46, 44, 18]. Hence the growing interest
for analysis tools working on integer programs.
Our work contributes to the field of model checking of
programs with integer data by developing methods for
reachability and termination analysis. Given an integer
program, a set of initial states, and a set of error states,
the reachability problem asks whether the program has
a computation starting in a state from the initial set
which leads to a state from the error set. The termination problem asks whether each computation of a program
that starts in a state from the initial set eventually halts.
A slightly more general problem is the conditional termination problem which asks to compute the set of initial
program states from which every computation halts.

2. State of the Art
Since the result of Minsky [58], proving Turing-completeness of 2-counter machines with increment, decrement and
zero test, research on analysis and verification of integer
programs has been pursued in two orthogonal directions.
The first one is defining subclasses of systems for which
various decision problems, such as reachability or termination, are found to be decidable. Based on these results,
model checking algorithms that perform precise analysis

have been proposed. The second direction is concerned
with finding sound (but not necessarily complete) answers
to decision problems in a cost-effective way, by abstracting the system under inspection.

2.1

Decidable Classes of Integer Programs

Examples of classes of integer programs where the reachability problem is decidable include reversal-bounded counter machines [52], Petri nets and vector addition systems
[65], or flat counter automata [31, 55]. These classes
pose certain restrictions on the syntax of transition labels
(vector addition systems, flat counter automata), control
structure (flat counter automata), or semantics (reversalbounded counter machines) of integer programs. Often,
decidability of various problems is proved by defining the
set of reachable states in a decidable logic, such as Presburger arithmetic [63].
The termination problem was studied for Petri nets where
it was shown undecidable when strong fairness is considered [28] and decidable for weak fairness assumptions
[53]. A direct consequence of a result on the liveness problem from [36] is that the termination problem is decidable
for reversal-bounded counter automata. Concerning flat
counter automata, the decidability status of the termination problem remains open.

2.2

Precise Model Checking Methods

A closely related line of work consists in attempts to apply model checking techniques to the verification of integer programs. To solve the reachability problem, one
typically proceeds by computing the set of states that are
reachable from the initial set I via the transition relation R of the inspected system, and checking the emptiness of the intersection with the set of error states. The
set of reachable states can be defined as the post-image
of the initial set I via the transitive closure R∗ of the
transition relation R, formally as R∗ (I). The computation of R∗ (I) is usually done by computing successive
under-approximations of the set of reachable states. Consider a naive technique that computes the set of reachable
states S by first initializing S0 with I (S0 ← I) and then
iteratively computing Si+1 ← Si ∪R(Si ), where R(Si ) denotes the post-image of Si via the transition relation R.
The computation terminates if Sk = Sk+1 for some k ≥ 0.
Termination is guaranteed only if the set of reachable
states is finite. Therefore, early methods for verification
of infinite state systems like FIFO-channel systems [13,
11] attempted to increase the likelihood of convergence
of the computation by applying acceleration techniques.
Essentially, given a loop L of a system and a reachability
set Si computed so far, an acceleration technique aims to
compute effects of executing the loop L arbitrarily many
times, formally, to compute Si+1 ← Si ∪ L+ (Si ) where
L+ denotes the transitive closure of L. As a result, Si+1
may potentially contain infinitely more states than Si .
To this end, it is important to know for which classes of
arithmetic relations it is possible to compute the transitive closure precisely. To the best of our knowledge, the
three main classes of integer relations for which transitive closures can be computed effectively and precisely
are: (1) difference bounds constraints [31, 22], (2) octagons [17], and (3) finite monoid affine transformations
[10, 38]. For these three classes, the transitive closures
can be moreover defined in Presburger arithmetic.
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The model checking methods from [10, 38] are based on
computation of transitive closures of finite monoid affine
relations. For certain restricted classes of systems, one
can prove termination of the method from [38] as reported in [6]. These classes are typically equivalent, from
a semantical point of view, to flat systems. A system is
flat if it has no nested loops and, moreover, each loop in
the system can be accelerated. Another model checking
method from [2] is based on an extrapolation heuristics
that guesses an effect of iterating a loop infinitely many
times and then checks whether this guess is correct.
The above methods lack modularity, which is one of the
keys to scalability. Since larger programs are usually organized in many small functions, a modular verification
approach aims at running an analysis per function (in
isolation), computing a function summary which is a relation between the input and output valuations of its parameters, and combining the results in a final verification
condition.
On what concerns the existing acceleration algorithms
for difference bounds and octagonal relations, they suffer from poor scalability in the number of variables. As
reported in [17], these methods can only handle difference bounds relations with no more than 10 variables and
octagonal relations with no more than 5 variables.

2.2.1

Methods Based on Abstractions

Another, orthogonal, direction of work is concerned with
finding sound (but not necessarily complete) answers to
decision problems in a cost-effective way. Such approaches,
based on the theory of abstract interpretation [33], use
abstract domains (such as, e.g., polyhedra [34], octagons
[57], etc.) and compute fixed points of the transfer functions, which are over-approximations of the sets of reachable states. A drawback of the methods based solely on
abstract interpretation is the inability to deal with spurious counterexamples (false positives), i.e., errors caused
by the use of a too coarse abstract domain. To ensure
termination of state space exploration, abstract interpretation applies widening. In contrast to acceleration, the
widening can be seen as an operator that computes the
set of reachable states Si+1 as an extrapolation of Si and
R(Si ) such that Si+1 ⊇ Si ∪ R(Si ).
The method of predicate abstraction [42] combines ideas
from abstract interpretation and model checking in order
to compute program invariants in a goal-driven fashion.
The underlying idea is to verify a program by reasoning about its abstraction that is easier to analyze, and
is defined with respect to a set of predicates [42]. The
set of predicates is refined, by adding new predicates,
to achieve the precision needed to prove the absence or
the presence of errors [4]. This technique is also known
as Counter Example-based Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) [30]. Typically, predicate abstraction computes an
over-approximation of the transition system generated by
a program and verifies whether an error state is reachable
in the abstract system. If no error occurs in the abstract
system, the algorithm reports that the original system is
safe. Otherwise, if a path to an error state (counterexample) has been found in the abstract system, the corresponding concrete path is checked. If this latter path
corresponds to a real execution of the system, then a real
error has been found. Otherwise, the counterexample is
spurious, the abstraction is refined in order to exclude the
counterexample, and the procedure continues.
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A key difficulty in this approach is to automatically find,
during the refinement phase, predicates that make the
abstraction sufficiently precise [5]. A breakthrough technique is to generate predicates based on Craig interpolants
[35] derived from the proof of infeasibility of a spurious
trace [48]. Adding the interpolant to the set of predicates
prevents the spurious trace from reappearing in the refined abstract model. Cutting edge CEGAR tools, such
as, e.g., ARMC [62], BLAST [49] or CPAchecker [9], are
empirically successful on a variety of domains and are
quite effective in finding bugs and certifying correctness of
real-life systems (device drivers, web servers, subsystems
of operating system kernels). However, abstraction refinement using interpolants suffers from unpredictability
of interpolants computed by provers, which can cause the
verification process to diverge and never discover a sufficient set of predicates (even in cases such predicates exist). The failure of such a refinement approach manifests
in a sequence of predicates that rule out longer and longer
counterexamples, but still fails to discover more general
inductive invariants that would rule out multiple spurious
counterexamples during the refinement step.

3.

Background

This sections presents notions used later in this paper.
We give basic notions on integers relations in Section 3.2.
Next, Section 3.3 presents programs with integer data.
Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 introduce the three classes of
relations we study in this thesis: difference bounds, octagonal, and finite monoid affine relations, respectively.

3.1

Presburger Arithmetic

A linear term t over a setP
of variables in x is a linear combination of the form a0 + n
i=1 ai xi , where a0 , a1 , . . . , an ∈
Z. An atomic proposition is a predicate of the form either t ≤ 0, or t ≡c 0, where t is a linear term, c ∈ N+ is
a strictly positive integer, and ≡c is the equivalence relation modulo c. Given an integer c ∈ N+ and a linear term
t, we write c | t to denote the predicate t ≡c 0. Presburger
arithmetic is the first-order logic over atomic propositions
of the form either t ≤ 0 or t ≡c 0. Presburger arithmetic
has quantifier elimination and is decidable [63]. For simplicity we consider only formulas in Presburger arithmetic
in this thesis.

3.2

Integer Relations

In the rest of this paper we will fix the set of variables
x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN }, for some N > 0. The set of primed
variables is x0 = {x01 , x02 , . . . , x0N }. These variables are
assumed to be ranging over Z.
Let R1 , R2 ⊆ ZN × ZN be integer relations. Relational
composition is defined as R1 ◦ R2 = {(s, s0 ) ∈ ZN ×
ZN | ∃s00 ∈ ZN . (s, s00 ) ∈ R1 ∧ (s00 , s0 ) ∈ R2 }. For
any relation R ⊆ ZN × ZN , we consider R0 to be the
identity relation I = {(s, s) | s ∈ ZN } and we define
i
Ri+1 = Ri ◦ R, for all i ≥ 0. We say that
S R isi the i-th
power of R. With these notations, R+ = ∞
i=1 R denotes
the transitive closure of R, and R∗ = R+ ∪ I denotes the
reflexive and transitive closure of R. The inverse of R
is defined as R−1 = {(s0 , s) | (s, s0 ) ∈ R}. Further, we
define R−m = (Rm )−1 for each m ≥ 1. For any relation
R ∈ ZN ×ZN and set S ⊆ ZN , we define the post-image
of S via R as R(S) = {s0 | ∃s ∈ S ∧ (s, s0 ) ∈ R}. Then,
the pre-image of S via R is defined as R−1 (S).
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An integer set S ⊆ ZN is typically defined by an arithmetic formula S(x). Similarly, an integer relation R ⊆
ZN × ZN is typically defined by an arithmetic formula
R(x, x0 ). Intuitively, x represent input variables and x0
represents output variables. Note that for each m ≥ 0,
R−m (ZN ) can be defined by ∃x0 .Rm (x, x0 ). For a relation R(x, x0 ) and valuations ν, ν 0 : x → Z, we denote by
ν, ν 0 |= R(x, x0 ) the fact that the formula obtained by
replacing each occurrence of x ∈ x with ν(x) and each
occurrence of x0 ∈ x0 with ν 0 (x) is logically valid.

3.3

Integer Programs

In our work, we address model checking of sequential nonrecursive programs with unbounded integer data. We
view functions of such programs as counter automata (CA),
which are essentially control flow graphs where edges are
labeled with arithmetic formulae. Control states in CA
can be marked as initial (denoting function entry), final
(denoting function exits), or error control state (denoting an unwanted program state). Error control states in
control flow graphs correspond to calls to the assert function in program. An example of such program and its CA
representation is given in Figure 1. Despite its relative
simplicity, many tools can fail to prove that the assertion
holds. Each edge label defines a relation between values of
integers (counters) in the source and the destination control state. The assigned variables appear primed in CAs,
e.g. the statement x:=x+1 is represented as x0 = x + 1.

l0 :
l1 :
l2 :
l3 :
l4 :
l5 :
l6 :

var i,j : Int
l0
havoc(i)
assume(i >= 0)
i0 ≥ 0∧
havoc(j)
j0 ≥ 0
assume(j >= 0)
l2
var x: Int = i
0
x = i ∧ y0 = j
var y: Int = j
while (x != 0) {
y0 = y − 1
x=x−1
y=y−1}
l5
x0
if ( i == j) assert(x == y)

err
i = j∧
x 6= y
l6
x = 0
l3

3.5

Octagonal Relations

Octagonal constraints (also known as Unit Two Variables
Per Inequality or UTVPI, for short) appear in the context of abstract interpretation where they have been extensively studied as an abstract domain [57]. They are
defined syntactically as a conjunctions of atomic propositions of the form ±x ± y ≤ c, where x and y are variables
and c is an integer constant. Thus, they can be seen
as a generalization of difference bounds constraints. We
adopt the classical representation of octagonal constraints
(or octagons, for short) φ(x1 , . . . , xN ) as difference bounds
constraints φ(y1 , . . . , y2N ), where y2i−1 stands for +xi
and y2i stands for −xi with an implicit condition y2i−1 =
−y2i , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N . With this convention, [3] provides an algorithm for computing the canonical form of an
octagon, by first computing the canonical form of the corresponding difference bounds constraint and subsequently
tightening the difference bounds constraints yi − yj ≤ c.
Octagonal relations are defined as octagonal constraints
where variables can be also primed. Octagonal relations
were studied in [17] where it was shown that the transitive
closure is Presburger definable. The core result of [17] is
that the canonical form of the m-th power of an octagonal
relation R can be computed directly from the m-th power
of a difference bounds relation that represents R.

x 6= 0

= x−1

l4

Figure 1: Example program and its corresponding
CA. havoc(x) assigns a random value to x.

3.4

of length m+2. As we show in Section 4, zigzag automata
can be also used in proving periodicity of difference bounds
relations, which allows to compute R+ efficiently, using
the algorithm presented in Section 4. Furthermore, they
also play a crucial role in Section 5 in designing a PTIME
algorithm computing the weakest termination sets and in
proving existence of linear ranking functions for difference
bounds and octagonal relations.

Difference Bounds Relations

Difference bounds constraints are known as zones in the
context of timed automata verification [1] and abstract
interpretation [57]. They are defined syntactically as conjunctions of atomic propositions of the form x − y ≤ c,
where x and y are variables and c is an integer constant.
Difference bounds constraints can be represented as matrices and graphs. Moreover, their canonical form, useful
for efficient inclusion checks, can be computed by the classical Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
Difference bounds relations are difference bounds constraints where variables can be also primed (e.g. x − x0 ≤
0). Intuitively, primed variables denote future values of
variables and unprimed variables denote current values
of variables. Difference bounds relations have been studied by Comon and Jurski who showed, in [31], that their
transitive closure is Presburger definable. Their proof was
subsequently simplified in [22], using the notion of zigzag
automata. Intuitively, zigzag automaton corresponding
to a difference bounds relation R is a finite weighted automaton that encodes m-th power of R by minimal runs

3.6

Finite Monoid Affine Relations

Sections 3.4 and 3.5 presented two classes of non-deterministic relations. In this section, we present linear affine
relations which are a general model of deterministic transition relations. Linear affine relations are relations of
the form x0 = A × x + b ∧ φ(x), where x0 = A × x + b is
an affine transformation and φ(x) is a Presburger guard.
We present two subclasses of linear affine relations, called
finite monoid affine relations and polynomially bounded
affine relations.
The class of finite monoid affine relations was the first
class of integer relations for which the transitive closure
has been shown to be Presburger definable by Boigelot
[10]. Informally, an affine relation is a finite monoid relation if the set of powers of its transformation matrix
{Am | m ≥ 0} is finite. Originally, Boigelot characterized this class by two decidable conditions in [10]. Later,
Finkel and Leroux noticed in [38] that Boigelot’s conditions correspond to the finite monoid property, which is
also known to be decidable [56].
The second subclass of polynomially bounded relations is
defined by dropping one of the Boigelot’s conditions and
by requiring that the guard of a relation is linear. We
study this subclass in Section 5 which presents a method
for computation of termination preconditions for this class.
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4. Computing Transitive Closures of Periodic
Relations
This section addresses the acceleration problem for three
classes of integer relations presented in Section 3: difference bounds, octagonal, and finite monoid affine relations.
We first describe a general framework for computing the
transitive closures in Section 4.1. Then, we discuss its instantiations for the three classes in Section 4.2. Next, we
discuss the related work in Section 4.3. Finally, Section
4.4 reports on experiments.

4.1

General Theoretical Framework

In this section, we present a general framework for computing closed forms and transitive closures of certain relations, called periodic. The closed form of a relation
b x, x0 ) where substituting the
R(x, x0 ) is a relation R(k,
parameter k with an integer m gives a relation equivalent to Rm for each m ≥ 0. Once the closed form is
computed, the transitive closure of R can be defined as
b x, x0 ).
∃k ≥ 1 . R(k,

We define a notion of periodicity on classes of relations
that can be naturally represented as matrices. In general,
an infinite sequence of integers is said to be periodic if
the elements of the sequence situated at equal distance
one from another differ by the same quantity (while admitting some non-periodic initial prefix of finite length in
the sequence). This definition is generalized to matrices
of integers, entry-wise. Assuming that each finite power
Rk of a relation R is represented by a matrix Mk , R is
said to be periodic if the infinite sequence {Mk }∞
k=0 of
matrix representations of powers of R is periodic. Periodicity guarantees that this sequence has an infinite subsequence which can be captured by an existentially quantified formula. This formula consequently represents infinitely many powers of the relation. Then, the remaining
powers can be computed by composing the existentially
quantified formula with certain powers of the relation.
For instance, consider the relation R defined as x0 =
y + 1 ∧ y 0 = x. This relation is periodic, and its odd
powers R1 , R3 , R5 , . . . can be represented by the formula
∃` ≥ 0 . (x0 = y + ` + 1 ∧ y 0 = x + `). Even powers R2 ,
R4 , R6 , . . . can then be represented by composing this formula with R.
We show that the closed form of a periodic relation can
be defined, once the period and the prefix of the relation
are known. We present a generic algorithm that finds
a period and a prefix of periodic relations and computes
their closed form and transitive closure. The main idea of
the algorithm is to discover integers b ≥ 0 and c > 0 such
that the sequence {Mb+kc }k≥0 is periodic. The algorithm
calls MaxConsistent and MaxPeriodic which check
periodicity of the {Mb+kc }k≥0 sequence with respect to b
and c, the current candidates for the prefix and period.

4.2

Instantiations of the Framework

This section describes how the generic transitive closure
algorithm described in the previous section can be instantiated to three classes of arithmetic relations for which
the transitive closure is known to be definable in Presburger arithmetic: difference bounds relations, octagonal
relations, and finite monoid affine transformations. To
compute the transitive closure of these relations using the
algorithm, one first needs to prove that the three classes
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are periodic, otherwise termination of the algorithm is
not guaranteed. Our proofs rely mostly on a fact that
any matrix is periodic when its powers are computed in
the tropical semiring (Z∞ , min, +, ∞, 0). The intuition
behind periodicity of difference bounds relations is that
the k-th power of a relation from this class can be encoded
by minimal runs of length k in zigzag automata which in
turn can be computed as the k-th tropical power of the incidence matrix of the automaton. Thus, periodicity of the
sequence of tropical powers of the incidence matrix entails
periodicity of a difference bounds relation. Periodicity of
the three classes thus provides common grounds to the
acceleration problem and also gives shorter proofs for the
fact that the transitive closures of these three classes are
definable in Presburger arithmetic.
The efficiency of the algorithm depends on two factors.
Given a relation with prefix b and period c, the algorithm
makes O((b + c)2 ) iterations of its main loop. Thus, the
prefix b and the period c are important complexity parameters. We prove that the asymptotic bound for them is in
2O(N ) where N the number of variables used to define the
input relation. For difference bounds and octagonal relations, these bounds are closely related to bounds on the
prefix and the period of the incidence matrix of zigzag automata. We therefore also give an alternative proof to the
fact that each matrix is periodic in the tropical semiring
which moreover gives asymptotic bounds.
Another important efficiency factor is the complexity of
the procedures MaxConsistent and MaxPeriodic, that
are called by the transitive closure algorithm in order to
detect the maximal interval that is periodic with respect
to the current prefix and period candidates. In general,
for all three classes of relations we consider, these procedures can be implemented using Presburger arithmetic
queries. However, in practice, one would like to avoid as
much as possible using Presburger solvers, due to reasons
of high complexity of decision procedures for Presburger
arithmetic. We give direct decision methods which avoid
calls to external Presburger or SMT solvers completely
and which are of polynomial time complexity in the size
of the prefix, period, ||R||, and N , where ||R|| denotes the
sum of absolute values of the coefficients of a relation R
and N denotes the number of variables used to define
a given relation R.
Finally, we prove that for all three classes of integer relations, the transitive closure algorithm runs in EXPTIME
in the number of variables, and PTIME in the sum of absolute values of the coefficients of R or, equivalently, in
EXPTIME in the size of the binary representation of R.
We have implemented the transitive closure algorithm and
observed that in some cases, we can achieve a speed-up
of four orders of magnitude when compared with older
algorithms for difference bounds and octagonal relations.
Moreover, the algorithm scales much better in the number
of variables. We report on experiments in Section 4.4.

4.3

Related Work

Acceleration of affine relations has been considered primarily in the works of Annichini et al. [2], Boigelot [10],
and Finkel and Leroux [38]. Finite monoid affine relations have been first studied by Boigelot [10] who shows
that the finite monoid property is decidable and that the
transitive closure is Presburger definable in this case. On
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Relation
d0
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

d6

o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6

new

(x − x0 = −1) ∧ (x = y 0 )
(x − x0 = −1) ∧ (x0 = y 0 )
(x − x0 = −1) ∧ (x = y 0 ) ∧ (x − z 0 ≤ 5) ∧ (z = z 0 )
(x − x0 = −1) ∧ (x = y 0 ) ∧ (x − z ≤ 5) ∧ (z = z 0 )
(x − x0 = −1) ∧ (x = y) ∧ (x − z ≤ 5) ∧ (z = z 0 )
(a = c) ∧ (b = a0 ) ∧ (b = b0 ) ∧ (c = c0 )
(a − b0 ≤ −1) ∧ (a − e0 ≤ −2) ∧ (b − a0 ≤ −2)
∧(b − c0 ≤ −1) ∧ (c − b0 ≤ −2) ∧ (c − d0 ≤ −1)
∧(d − c0 ≤ −2) ∧ (d − e0 ≤ −1 ∧ e − a0 ≤ −1)
∧(e − d0 ≤ −2) ∧ (a0 − b ≤ 4) ∧ (a0 − c ≤ 3)
∧(b0 −c ≤ 4 ∧ b0 −d ≤ 3) ∧ (c0 −d ≤ 4) ∧ (c0 −e ≤ 3)
∧(d0 −a ≤ 3 ∧ d0 −e ≤ 4) ∧ (e0 −a ≤ 4) ∧ (e0 −b ≤ 3)
(x + x0 = 1)
(x + y 0 ≤ −1) ∧ (−y − x0 ≤ −2)
(x ≤ x0 ) ∧ (x + y 0 ≤ −1) ∧ (−y − x0 ≤ −2)
(x + y ≤ 5) ∧ (−x + x0 ≤ −2) ∧ (−y + y 0 ≤ −3)
(x + y ≤ 1) ∧ (−x ≤ 0) ∧ (−y ≤ 0)
(x ≥ 0) ∧ (y ≥ 0) ∧ (x0 ≥ 0) ∧ (y 0 ≥ 0)
∧(x + y ≤ 1) ∧ (x0 + y 0 ≤ 1) ∧ (x − 1 ≤ x0 )
∧(x0 ≤ x + 1) ∧ (y − 1 ≤ y 0 ) ∧ (y 0 ≤ y + 1)

0.18
0.18
1.20
0.60
0.50
1.80

5.6

0.21
0.29
0.32
0.21
1.20
2.5

compact
old speedup
0.70
3.90
18.18
101.00
26.50
22.10
32.70
54.50
702.30 1404.60
5556.60 3087.00

> 106

canonical
old speedup
38.77
215.39
38.77
215.39
33431.20 27859.30
33505.50 55841.70
48913.80 97827.60
> 106
∞

∞

> 106

∞

0.91
4.33
0.85
2.93
0.93
2.91
3.67
17.48
20050.90 16709.10

0.91
0.84
0.94
13.52
> 106

4.33
2.90
2.94
64.38
∞

> 106

∞

> 106

∞

Table 1: A comparison with older algorithms on difference bounds and octagons. Times are in milliseconds.
vars
10
15
20
25
50
100

FLATA
done av. ET
50 1.5
0
50 1.6
0
50 1.6
0
50 1.6
0
50 1.6
0
49 7.7
1

FAST
done av. ET EM EB
49 0.6
0
0
1
31 10.5 17
0
2
4 3.4
9
8 29
2 4.2
2 10 36
0
0
0 50
0
0
0 50

(a) – matrix density 3%
vars
10
15
20
25
50
100

FLATA
done av. ET
50 1.5
0
50 1.5
0
50 1.6
0
43 1.7
7
50 2.3
0
42 5.5
8

FAST
done av. ET EM EB
22 6.9 23
1
4
1 20.6
4
3 42
0
1
0 49
0
0
0 50
0
0
0 50
0
0
0 50

(b) – matrix density 10%

Table 2: Comparison with FAST (MONA plugin)
on deterministic difference bounds. Times are in
seconds. ET : timeout 30 s, EB : BDD too large,
EM : out of memory.
what concerns non-deterministic transition relations, the
transitive closure of a difference bounds constraint was
first shown to be Presburger definable by Comon and
Jurski [31]. Their proof was subsequently simplified and
extended to parametric difference bounds constraints in
[22]. It was shown in [17] that also octagonal relations can
be accelerated precisely, and that the transitive closure is
also Presburger definable. Our proofs of periodicity are
based on some of the previous results from [22, 17]. For
difference bounds constraints, we simplify the proof from
[22] by applying a result from tropical semiring theory
[67] on periodicity of matrices in the tropical semiring.
We also give an alternative proof of matrix periodicity
that moreover establishes bounds on the size of the prefix
and the period of a matrix.

4.4

Experiments

We have implemented the transitive closure algorithm
for difference bounds and octagonal relations within the

FLATA toolset [50]. We compared the performance of
this algorithm with existing transitive closure computation methods for difference bounds [22] and octagonal relations [17].
Table 1 shows the results of the comparison between the
older algorithms described in [22, 17] (denoted as old)
and our new algorithm for difference bounds relations
d1,...,6 and octagonal relations o1,...,6 . The tests have been
performed on both compact (minimum number of constraints) and canonical (i.e. closed, for difference bounds
and tightly closed, for octagons) relations. The speedup
column gives the ratio between the old and new execution
times. The experiments were performed on a 2.53GHz
machine with 4GB of memory.
As shown in Table 1, the maximum observed speedup is
almost 105 for difference bounds (d4 in canonical form)
and of the order of four for octagons. For the relations d5
(canonical form), d6 and o6 the computation using older
methods took longer than 106 msec. It is also worth noticing that the highest execution time with the new method
was of 2.5 msec.
Table 2 compares FLATA with the FAST tool [7] on
counter systems with one self loop labeled with a randomly generated deterministic difference bounds relation.
We generated 50 such relations for each size N = 10, 15,
20, 25, 50, 100. Notice that FAST usually runs out of
memory for more than 25 variables, whereas FLATA can
handle 100 variables in reasonable time (less than 8 seconds on average).

5.

Computing Termination Preconditions
of Integer Relations

In this section, we address the problem of conditional
termination, which is that of defining the weakest termination set—the set of initial configurations from which
a given program terminates.

5.1

Decidability of the Termination Problem

We define the weakest non-termination set—the set of initial configurations from which a non-terminating execu-
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tion exists (the dual of the weakest non-termination set)—
as the greatest fixpoint of the pre-image of the transition
relation. This definition enables the representation of this
set whenever (1) the closed form of the relation of the loop
is definable in a logic that has quantifier elimination and
(2) the greatest fixpoint of the pre-image of the relation
can be computed as the infimum of the Kleene sequence.
We show that these conditions are met for three classes of
relations: difference bounds, octagonal, and finite monoid
affine relations, and that the weakest non-termination set
of relations from these classes is an effectively computable
Presburger formula. This entails the decidability of the
termination problem for these classes. The Presburger
formula defining the weakest non-termination set is defined using the closed form of a relation. This induces
a method for computation of the weakest non-termination
set which inherits the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm computing the closed form, which we proved to be
EXPTIME in Section 4.
Next, we study the class of linear affine relations and give
a method of under-approximating the termination precondition for a non-trivial subclass of polynomially bounded
affine relations.

5.2

Computing Termination Preconditions in Polynomial Time

We study the classes of difference bounds and octagonal
relations further and observe that the representation of
powers of a relation by zigzag automata provides a better argument to decide termination of these classes. More
precisely, we notice that well-foundedness of a difference
bounds or an octagonal relation manifests in the existence
of a negative cycle in the corresponding zigzag automaton, which makes the limit of the Kleene sequence empty.
These observations lead to a PTIME algorithm computing the weakest non-termination sets for difference bounds
and octagonal relations that avoids the closed form computations and complex quantifier eliminations. Further,
the structure of the negative cycle in a zigzag automaton
can be used to prove a result on existence of linear ranking functions. We show that we can construct a witness
relation R0 for each difference bounds or octagonal relation R such that R and R0 have equal sets of infinite runs
and, moreover, that R0 has a linear ranking function if it
is well-founded.

5.3

Related Work

The literature on program termination is vast. Most work
focuses however on universal termination, such as the
techniques for synthesizing linear ranking functions of Van
Gelder and Sohn [69] or Podelski and Rybalchenko [60],
and the more sophisticated method of Bradley, Manna
and Sipma [24], which synthesizes lexicographic polynomial ranking functions, suitable when dealing with disjunctive loops. However, not every terminating program
(loop) has a linear (polynomial) ranking function. In
this chapter, we show that for an entire class of nondeterministic linear relations, defined using octagons, termination is always witnessed by a computable octagonal
relation that has a linear ranking function.
Another line of work considers the decidability of termination for simple (conjunctive) linear loops. Initially,
Tiwari [70] showed decidability of termination for affine
linear loops interpreted over reals, while Braverman [25]
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refined this result by showing decidability over rationals
and over integers, for homogeneous relations of the form
C1 x > 0 ∧ C2 x ≥ 0 ∧ x0 = Ax. The non-homogeneous
integer case seems to be much more difficult as it is closely
related to the open Skolem’s Problem [47]: given a linear
recurrence {ui }i≥0 , determine whether ui = 0 for some
i ≥ 0.
To our knowledge, the first work on proving non-termination of simple loops is reported in [43]. The notion of
recurrent sets occurs in this work, however, without the
connection with fixpoint theory, which is introduced in the
present work. Finding recurrent sets in [43] is complete
with respect to a predefined set of templates, typically
linear systems of rational inequalities.
The work which is closest to ours is probably that of
Cook et al. [32]. In that paper, the authors develop
an algorithm for deriving termination preconditions by
first guessing a ranking function candidate (typically the
linear term from the loop condition) and then inferring
a supporting assertion which guarantees that the candidate function decreases with each iteration. The step of
finding a supporting assertion requires a fixpoint iteration in order to find an invariant condition. Unlike our
work, the authors of [32] do not address issues related
to completeness: the method is not guaranteed to find
the weakest precondition for termination, even in cases
when this set can be computed. On the other hand, it
is applicable to a large range of programs extracted from
real-life software. To compare our method with theirs,
we tried the examples available in [32]. For those which
are polynomially bounded affine relations, we used our
under-approximation method and have computed termination preconditions, which turn out to be slightly more
general than the ones reported in [32].

6.

Verification of Programs with Integer Data

In this chapter, we show how the techniques developed in
the preceding sections, which deal with several restricted
classes of program loops, can be used in verification of
larger programs. We present several algorithms for reachability and termination analysis of non-recursive programs
with integer data. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 present techniques for modular reachability and termination analysis,
respectively, while Section 6.3 presents an enhancement
of a non-modular reachability analysis algorithm based
on predicate abstraction.

6.1

Modular Reachability Analysis

We propose a reachability analysis method that computes
procedure summaries by tracking relations and computing
loop accelerations, using acceleration techniques from Section 4. Since the considered programs are non-recursive,
we can order the procedures topologically with respect to
the call graph of a program. Then, summaries of procedures without call transitions can be computed first.
Subsequently, the remaining procedures can be analyzed
in the given topological order by plugging the computed
summaries at the call sites. Finally, we check whether the
error summary of the main procedure is empty.
A key to computing a procedure summary is acceleration
of disjunctive loops, for which we design a semi-algorithm
that attempts to compute effects of all possible interleavings of the disjuncts. Supposing the relation is of the form
R1 ∨ . . . ∨ Rk where each disjunct Ri can be accelerated
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(e.g. by the methods in Section 4), the semi-algorithm
enumerates, in a breadth-first manner, all interleavings
of accelerated disjuncts, i.e., interleavings of R1+ , . . . , Rk+ .
Thus, it computes increasingly larger underapproximations of R+ . If two such successive underapproximations
are equivalent, the algorithm terminates and returns the
precise transitive closure.

6.2

Modular Termination Analysis

We describe a method that computes over-approximations of non-termination sets of procedures (thus, its negation is a pre-condition for termination). Since we consider
non-recursive programs, there cannot be an infinite sequence of procedure calls that never return, and hence,
each non-terminating run must loop infinitely in one of
the procedures. By first computing a transition invariant of each procedure, one can then compute an overapproximation of the set of initial configurations from
which a run that loops infinitely in that procedure exists. Next, these sets can be propagated to the main procedure by computing their pre-image via summaries of
procedures. We show that such sets can be computed by
combining techniques from Chapter 5, which compute the
weakest non-termination sets for certain classes of loops,
with the reachability analysis techniques from Section 6.1.
The method can be summarized as follows. For simplicity, suppose first that R is the (disjunctive) transition relation of a procedure without call transitions and that R
encodes the program counter. Our method first computes
#
(1) a transition invariant, i.e. a relation R1# ∨ . . . ∨ Rm
which over-approximates the transitive closure of R restricted to reachable states, and (2) a reachability relation,
i.e., a relation which over-approximates (R+ ∧Init). Next,
we compute the weakest non-termination set WNT(Ri# )
of each disjunct Ri# , by applying methods from Chapter 5.
We prove that computing the pre-image of WNT(R1# ) ∨
#
. . .∨WNT(Rm
) via the reachability relation gives an overapproximation of the weakest non-termination set of the
procedure. We apply the polynomial time algorithm from
Section 5 to compute the weakest non-termination sets
WNT(Ri# ). A transition invariant and a reachability relation can be computed by a slight adaptation of the techniques described in Section 6.1.
Next, we show that the above approach can be generalized to non-recursive programs with multiple procedures.
Since each infinite run of non-recursive program loops infinitely in one of its procedures, one can compute overapproximations of non-termination sets for each procedures by applying ideas from the previous paragraph, and
then propagate these sets to the main procedure by computing their pre-image via summaries of procedures.
Our method can be seen as a generalization of a result by
Podelski and Rybalchenko [61] who proved that disjunctive well-foundedness of a transition invariant of a program entails termination of that program. We extend
their result to computation of over-approximations of nontermination sets.
Finally, we study flat integer programs, a class of programs which (1) have no nested loops and (2) each loop
is either difference bounds, octagonal, or finite monoid
affine relation. We show that the weakest termination
set of flat integer programs is Presburger definable and
can be effectively computed using our methods described

above. This immediately entails decidability of the termination problem for flat integer programs, by decidability
of Presburger arithmetic.

6.3

Predicate Abstraction with Acceleration

This section describes how transitive closure computation
can help predicate abstraction to deal with the divergence problem by computing inductive interpolants that
rule potentially infinite number of spurious counterexamples in one refinement step. The underlying idea is that
by accelerating dynamically detected looping patterns in
spurious traces, we can analyze multiple concrete traces
at once. We further prove that inductive interpolants
that rule out multiple traces can be computed directly
from classical Craig interpolants and transitive closures
of loops.
We have devised Counterexample-Guided Accelerated Abstraction Refinement (CEGAAR), a new reachability analysis algorithm which combines interpolation-based predicate discovery in counterexample-guided predicate abstraction with acceleration technique for computing the
transitive closure of loops. CEGAAR applies acceleration
to dynamically discovered looping patterns in the unfolding of the transition system and combines overapproximation with underapproximation. It constructs inductive invariants that rule out an infinite family of spurious
counterexamples, alleviating the problem of divergence in
predicate abstraction without loosing its adaptive nature.
We present theoretical and experimental justification for
the effectiveness of CEGAAR, showing that inductive interpolants can be computed from classical Craig interpolants and transitive closures of loops.

6.4

Experiments

This section describes an experimental evaluation of techniques for reachability and termination analysis described
in Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

Reachability Analysis. We have implemented the reachability analysis method based on acceleration and procedure summaries, described in Section 6.1, in the Flata
verifier [50]. We use algorithms that are specific to subclasses of integer relations (e.g. difference bounds or octagonal relations) for operations such as composition, satisfiability, and transitive closure. We resort to an external SMT solver Yices [37] only for checking satisfiability
of polyhedra and modulo relations. The CEGAAR algorithm, described in Section 6.3, was implemented by
building on (1) the Flata verifier [50] that computes accelerations and (2) on the predicate abstraction engine
Eldarica [50] which uses the Princess interpolating theorem prover [26, 66] to generate interpolants.
We have collected about 50 benchmarks in the Numerical
Transition Systems format (NTS) which were extracted
automatically from different sources: (a) C programs with
arrays provided as examples of divergence in predicate
abstraction [54], (b) verification conditions for programs
with arrays, expressed in the SIL logic of [18] and translated to NTS, (c) small C programs with challenging loops,
(d) NTS extracted from programs with singly-linked lists
by the L2CA tool [12], (e) C programs provided as benchmarks in the NECLA static analysis suite, (f) C programs
with asynchronous procedure calls translated into NTS
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using the approach of [41] (the examples with extension
.optim are obtained via an optimized translation method
[40]), and (g) models extracted from VHDL models of
circuits following the method of [68].
Comparing Flata with Eldarica, we observe that the
tools behave in a complementary way. In some cases (examples (a)), the predicate abstraction method fails due to
an unbounded number of loop unrollings required by refinement. In these cases, acceleration was capable to find
the needed invariant rather quickly. On the other hand
(examples (f)), the acceleration approach was unsuccessful in reducing loops with linear but non-octagonal relations. In these cases, the predicate abstraction found the
needed Presburger invariants for proving correctness and
error traces for the erroneous examples.
Last, we report on our reachability analysis techniques
that combine predicate abstraction and acceleration: (1)
static acceleration—a lightweight acceleration technique
generalizing large block encoding (LBE) [8] with transitive closures which simplifies the control flow graph prior
to predicate abstraction, and (2) dynamic acceleration
(CEGAAR) described in Section 6.3. The results on the
set of benchmarks suggest that we have arrived at a fully
automated verifier that is robust in verifying automatically generated integer programs with a variety of looping control structure patterns. An important question
we explored is the importance of dynamic application of
acceleration as well as of overapproximation and underapproximation. In some cases, such as mergesort from
the (d) benchmarks and split vc.1 from (b) benchmarks,
the acceleration overhead does not pay off. The problem is that static acceleration tries to accelerate every
loop in the CFG rather than accelerating the loops occurring on spurious paths leading to error. Acceleration
of inessential loops generates large formulas as the result
of combining loops and composition of paths during large
block encoding. The CEGAAR algorithm is the only approach that could handle all of our benchmarks. There
are cases in which the Flata tool outperforms CEGAAR.
We attribute this deficiency to the nature of predicate
abstraction, which tries to discover the required predicates by several steps of refinement. In the verification
of benchmarks using CEGAAR, acceleration was exact
11 times in total. In 30 cases, the over-approximation of
the loops was successful. In 15 cases, over-approximation
failed, and so the tool resorted to under-approximation.
This suggests that all techniques that we presented are
essential to obtain an effective verifier.

Termination Analysis. We have validated the termination analysis methods described in Section 6.2 by automatically verifying termination of all the octagonal running examples, and of several integer programs synthesized from (i) programs with lists [12] and (ii) VHDL
models [68]. We have first verified termination of the
ListCounter and ListReversal programs, which were
obtained using the translation scheme from [12], which
generates an integer program from a program manipulating dynamically allocated single-selector linked lists.
Using the same technique, we also verified the Counter
and SynLifo programs, obtained by translating VHDL
designs of hardware counter and synchronous LIFO [68].
These models have infinite runs for any input values, which
is to be expected, as they encode the behavior of synchronous reactive circuits.

Size
||x||
||Q||
||T ||
(a) Examples from [54]
anubhav (C)
29
20
25
cousot (C)
29
31
34
(d) Examples from L2CA [12]
listcounter (C)
4
31
35
listreversal (C)
7
97
107
(f ) VHDL models from [68]
counter (C)
2
6
13
register (C)
2
10
49
synlifo (C)
3
43
1006
Model
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Time [s]

Termination Set

3.2
4.0

i≥0
⊥

1.2
32.6

>
>

0.8
1.4
1016.4

⊥
⊥
⊥

Table 4: Termination Sets for Integer Programs
(> denotes true and ⊥ denotes f alse).

7.
7.1

Conclusions
Summary

We have presented several methods that solve various
problems related to formal verification of programs that
manipulate integer data. Most of the techniques are built
upon a novel algorithm computing transitive closures of
difference bounds, octagonal, and finite monoid affine relations, which are shown to be periodic. We have proved
that this algorithm runs in EXPTIME in the size of the
binary representation of the input relation. Moreover, the
experimental evidence for difference bounds and octagonal relations shows that the algorithm scales well in the
number of variables and is up to four orders of magnitude
faster than previous algorithms.
Next, we have studied the conditional termination problem for the classes of periodic relations and showed that
the weakest non-termination set is Presburger definable
for relations from these classes. As a consequence, the
weakest non-termination set is Presburger definable for
flat counter automata. Moreover, we have proved that
the weakest non-termination set of octagonal (difference
bounds) relations is an octagon (difference bounds constraint) itself and, moreover, that it can be computed in
polynomial time.
We have presented a semi-algorithmic method for reachability analysis of non-recursive integer programs that
is based on computation of procedure summaries and is
therefore modular. It uses the transitive closure algorithm
as one of its main components. The algorithm computing
the summary relation can be adapted to compute transition invariants which are known to be crucial in proving
program termination. We show that transition invariants
can be used, in combination with algorithms computing
non-termination sets, to compute termination preconditions for integer programs.
Further, we have addressed the divergence problem of the
predicate abstraction and showed that it can be alleviated by incorporating acceleration into the abstractionrefinement framework in order to generate interpolants
that are inductive and rule out potentially infinite sets
of spurious counterexamples. Last but not least, we have
performed experiments with a number of benchmarks and
showed that for many of them, our methods outperform
other existing approaches to verification of integer programs.

7.2

Published Results

The transitive closure algorithm studied in Section 4 is
an optimized version of an algorithm that we originally
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Time [s]
F.
E.
(a) Examples from [54]
anubhav (C)
0.8
3.0
copy1 (E)
2.0
7.2
cousot (C)
0.6
loop1 (E)
1.7
7.1
loop (E)
1.8
5.9
scan (E)
3.3
5.3
string concat1 (E)
string concat (E)
4.9
4.6
string copy (E)
substring1 (E)
0.6
9.4
substring (E)
2.1
3.3
(b) Verification conditions
for array programs [18]
rotation vc.1 (C)
0.6
2.0
rotation vc.2 (C)
1.6
2.2
1.2
0.3
rotation vc.3 (C)
rotation vc.1 (E)
1.1
1.3
split vc.1 (C)
3.9
3.7
3.0
2.3
split vc.2 (C)
split vc.3 (C)
3.3
0.6
split vc.1 (E)
28.5
2.3
Model

S.

D.

4.0
5.8
6.2
5.2
4.8
5.1
10.1
7.0
6.3
18.2
6.3

3.1
5.9
5.9
5.4
5.4
5.0
7.3
7.5
5.7
8.3
3.5

9.5
18.5
18.3
10.2
91.1
74.1
75.0
185.6

2.0
2.2
0.3
1.3
3.6
2.2
0.6
2.4

Time [s]
F.
E.
S.
(c) Examples from [59]
boustrophedon (C)
gopan (C)
0.4
halbwachs (C)
7.3
31.7
6.1
8.1
rate limiter (C)
(d) Examples from L2CA [12]
bubblesort (E)
14.9
9.9
9.5
insdel (E)
0.1
1.3
2.5
insertsort (E)
2.0
4.2
5.0
listcounter (C)
0.3
1.9
listcounter (E)
0.3
1.4
1.6
listreversal (C)
4.5
3.0
6.0
listreversal (E)
0.8
2.7
8.1
mergesort (E)
1.2
7.7
21.3
selectionsort (E)
1.5
8.1
13.7
(e) NECLA benchmarks
inf1 (E)
0.2
2.0
2.0
inf4 (E)
0.9
3.7
3.7
inf6 (C)
0.1
2.0
2.0
inf8 (C)
0.3
3.6
3.4
Model

D.
14.4
6.4
7.0
5.5
9.3
1.4
4.0
3.7
1.4
3.3
2.8
7.4
7.7
2.0
3.7
2.0
3.9

Time [s]
F.
E.
(f ) Examples from [41]
h1 (E)
5.1
h1.optim (E)
0.8
2.9
h1h2 (E)
9.4
h1h2.optim (E)
1.1
3.3
simple (E)
6.4
simple.optim (E)
0.8
3.0
test0 (C)
23.0
test0.optim (C)
0.3
3.2
test0 (E)
5.4
test0.optim (E)
0.6
3.0
test1.optim (C)
0.9
4.7
test1.optim (E)
1.5
4.4
1.6
5.2
test2 1.optim (E)
test2 2.optim (E)
2.9
4.6
test2.optim (C)
6.4
27.2
wrpc.manual (C)
0.6
1.2
wrpc (E)
7.9
wrpc.optim (E)
5.1
(g) VHDL models from [68]
counter (C)
0.1
1.6
register (C)
0.2
1.1
synlifo (C)
16.6
22.1
Model

S.

D.

5.6
5.5
10.1
4.4
7.0
5.1
23.4
5.4
5.9
5.8
5.9
5.9
5.5
5.9
30.1
1.4
8.4
8.5

5.1
2.9
12.2
3.4
8.4
2.9
29.2
3.2
5.7
2.9
7.8
4.7
5.6
4.6
30.0
1.2
8.2
5.2

1.6
1.1
21.4

1.6
1.1
22.0

Table 3: Benchmarks for Flata, Eldarica without acceleration, Eldarica with acceleration of loops at the
CFG level (Static) and CEGAAR (Dynamic acceleration). The letter after the model name distinguishes
Correct from models with a reachable Error state. Items with “-” led to a timeout for the respective
approach.
published in [20]. Section 5 extends the results we published in [21] with a PTIME algorithm for the weakest non-termination preconditions of octagonal relations.
Section 6.3 presents a predicate abstraction-based method
that we published in [51]. In [50], we presented the Flata
tool which implements most of the techniques described
in this thesis.

7.3

Future Work

The asymptotic bound on the running time of the acceleration algorithm presented in this thesis has been shown
to be in EXPTIME. A natural question that arises is
whether the acceleration problem can be proved to be
NP or PSPACE complete. Another question is whether
the search for the correct prefix and period of a relation,
performed in the transitive closure algorithm, cannot be
optimized more than how it is currently achieved by the
MaxConsistent and MaxPeriodic procedures. For instance, if the size of the prefix and the period could be
efficiently computed (or at least approximated) directly
from the input relations, the search could be significantly
improved for relations which have very high prefix or period. Furthermore, direct computability of the size of the
prefix and period would render the procedures MaxConsistent and MaxPeriodic superfluous, which would further reduce the complexity of the algorithm.
On what concerns our study of the termination problem
for difference bounds and octagonal relations, a direction
that is worth pursuing is to study whether the linear ranking functions, for which we proved existence, can be efficiently computed. We have shown that a linear ranking
function can be directly constructed from negative cycles
in zigzag automata. The problem we encounter here is
that the size of zigzag automata is exponential. The question therefore is whether the construction of the zigzag
automaton can be bypassed.
More broadly, a possible future research could explore
whether the methods presented in this thesis can be extended to larger classes of programs, for instance by allowing recursion and parallelism. A related line of study

is whether the (accelerated) predicate abstraction can be
extended to handle recursive programs, for instance by
making it reason about trace summaries instead of the
set of reachable states.
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Abstract

1.

We develop a verification method based on a novel use
of tree automata to represent heap configurations to allow verification of important properties—such as no nullpointer dereferences, absence of memory leaks, etc.—for
programs manipulating complex dynamically linked data
structures. In our approach, a heap is split into several “separated” parts such that each of them can be
represented by a tree automaton. The automata can
refer to each other allowing the different parts of the
heaps to mutually refer to their boundaries. Moreover,
we allow for a hierarchical representation of heaps by allowing alphabets of the tree automata to contain other,
nested tree automata. Program instructions can be easily encoded as operations on our representation structure. This allows verification of programs based on symbolic state-space exploration together with refinable abstraction within the so-called abstract regular tree model
checking. A motivation for the approach is to combine advantages of automata-based approaches (higher generality
and flexibility of the abstraction) with some advantages
of separation-logic-based approaches (efficiency).

Traditional approaches for ensuring quality of computer
systems such as code review or testing are nowadays reaching their inherent limitations due to the growing complexity of the current computer systems. That is why, there is
an increasing demand for more capable techniques. One
of the ways how to deal with this situation is to use suitable formal verification approaches.
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Introduction

In case of software, one especially critical area is that of
ensuring safe memory usage in programs using dynamic
memory allocation. The development of such programs
is quite complicated, and many programming errors can
easily arise here. Worse yet, the bugs within memory manipulation often cause an unpredictable behaviour, and
they are often very hard to find. Indeed, despite the use
of testing and other traditional means of quality assurance, many of the memory errors make it into the production versions of programs causing them to crash unexpectedly by breaking memory protection or to gradually
waste more and more memory (if the error causes memory
leaks). Consequently, using formal verification is highly
desirable in this area.
Formal verification of programs with dynamically linked
data structures is, however, very demanding since these
programs are infinite-state. One of the most promising
ways of dealing with infinite state verification is to use
symbolic verification in which infinite sets of reachable
configurations are represented finitely using a suitable formalism. In case of programs with dynamically linked data
structures, the use of symbolic verification is complicated
by the fact that their configurations are graphs, and representing infinite sets of graphs is particularly complicated
(compared to objects like words or trees).
Many different verification approaches for programs manipulating dynamically linked data structures have been
proposed so far. Some of them are based on logics [18, 21,
20, 5, 12, 19, 9, 23, 22, 8, 16, 11], others are based on using
automata [7, 6, 10], upward closed sets [1, 3], as well as
other formalisms. The approaches differ in their generality, efficiency, and degree of automation. Among the fully
automatic ones, the works [5, 22] present an approach
based on separation logic (see [20]) that is quite scalable
due to using local reasoning. However, their method is
limited to programs manipulating various kinds of lists.
There are other works based on separation logic which
also consider trees or even more complex data structures,
but they either expect the input program to be in some
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special form (e.g., [12]) or they require some additional
information about the data structures which are involved
(as in [19, 17]). Similarly, even the other existing approaches that are not based on separation logic often suffer from the need of non-trivial user aid in order to successfully finish the verification task (see, e.g., [18, 21]).
On the other hand, the work [7] proposed an automatabased method which is able to handle fully automatically
quite complex data structures, but it suffers from several
drawbacks such as a monolithic representation of memory
configurations which does not allow this approach to scale
well.

Outline. The rest of this text is organised as follows. Sec-

We address verification of sequential programs with complex dynamic linked data structures such as various forms
of singly- and doubly-linked lists (SLL/DLL), possibly
cyclic, shared, hierarchical, and/or having different additional (head, tail, data, and the like) pointers, as well
as various forms of trees. We in particular consider C
pointer manipulation, but our approach can easily be applied to any other similar language. We concentrate on
safety properties of the considered programs which includes generic properties like absence of null dereferences,
double free operations, dealing with dangling pointers, or
memory leakage. Furthermore, to check various shape
properties of the involved data structures one can use
testers, i.e., parts of code which, in case some desired
property is broken, lead the control flow to a designated
error location.

2. Preliminaries

For the above purpose, we propose a novel approach of
representing sets of heaps via tree automata (TA). In our
representation, a heap is split in a canonical way into
several tree components whose roots are the so-called cutpoints. Cut-points are nodes pointed to by program variables or having several incoming edges. The tree components can refer to the roots of each other, and hence
they are “separated” much like heaps described by formulae joined by the separating conjunction in separation
logic [20]. Using this decomposition, sets of heaps with
a bounded number of cut-points are then represented by
a new class of automata called forest automata (FA) that
are basically tuples of TA accepting tuples of trees whose
leaves can refer back to the roots of the trees. Moreover,
we allow alphabets of FA to contain nested FA, leading
to a hierarchical encoding of heaps, allowing us to represent even sets of heaps with an unbounded number of
cut-points (e.g., sets of DLL). Intuitively, a nested FA can
describe a part of a heap with a bounded number of cutpoints (e.g., a DLL segment), and by using such an automaton as an alphabet symbol an unbounded number of
times, heaps with an unbounded number of cut-points are
described. Finally, since FA are not closed under union,
we work with sets of forest automata, which are an analogy of disjunctive separation logic formulae.
The proposed approach brings the principle of local heap
manipulation (i.e., dealing with separated parts of heaps)
from separation logic into the world of automata. The motivation is to combine some advantages of using automata
and separation logic. Automata provide higher generality and flexibility of the abstraction (see also below) and
allow us to leverage the recent advances of efficient use of
non-deterministic automata [2, 4]. The use of separation
allows for a further increase in efficiency compared to a
monolithic automata-based encoding proposed in [7].

tion 2 contains preliminary notions that we build on. In
Section 3, we give an informal presentation of forest automata which are formally described in Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 6 we briefly describe our verification
procedure for programs manipulating dynamically linked
data structures. Our experimental results are presented
in Section 7. The conclusion and possible future directions are discussed in Section 8.
More details regarding this topic may also be found in
[13, 14, 15].

In this section, we provide basic notions which are used
throughout the rest of this text.

2.1

Alphabets and Trees

A ranked alphabet Σ is a set of symbols together with a
ranking function # : Σ → N. For a ∈ Σ, the value #a
is called the rank of a. For any n ≥ 0, we denote by Σn
the set of all symbols of rank n from Σ. Let ε denote
the empty sequence. A tree t over a ranked alphabet
Σ is a partial mapping t : N∗ → Σ that satisfies the
following conditions: (1) dom(t) is a finite prefix-closed
subset of N∗ and (2) for each v ∈ dom(t), if #t(v) = n ≥
0, then {i | vi ∈ dom(t)} = {1, . . . , n}. Each sequence
v ∈ dom(t) is called a node of t. For a node v, we define
the ith child of v to be the node vi, and the ith subtree of v
to be the tree t0 such that t0 (v 0 ) = t(viv 0 ) for all v 0 ∈ N∗ .
A leaf of t is a node v which does not have any children,
i.e., there is no i ∈ N with vi ∈ dom(t). We denote by TΣ
the set of all trees over the alphabet Σ.

2.2

Tree Automata

A (finite, non-deterministic) tree automaton (abbreviated
sometimes as TA in the following) is a quadruple A =
(Q, Σ, ∆, F) where Q is a finite set of states, F ⊆ Q is
a set of final states, Σ is a ranked alphabet, and ∆ is a
set of transition rules. Each transition rule is a triple of
the form ((q1 , . . . , qn ), a, q) where q1 , . . . , qn , q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ,
a
→ q and
and #a = n. We use equivalently (q1 , . . . , qn ) −
a
q −
→ (q1 , . . . , qn ) to denote that ((q1 , . . . , qn ), a, q) ∈ ∆.
The two notations correspond to the bottom-up and topdown representation of tree automata, respectively. (Note
that we can afford to work interchangeably with both of
them since we work with non-deterministic tree automata,
which are known to have an equal expressive power in
their bottom-up and top-down representations.) In the
special case when n = 0, we speak about the so-called leaf
a
a
rules, which we sometimes abbreviate as −
→ q or q −
→.
Let A = (Q, Σ, ∆, F) be a TA. A run of A over a tree
t ∈ TΣ is a mapping π : dom(t) → Q such that, for
each node v ∈ dom(t) of rank #t(v) = n where q =
π(v), if qi = π(vi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then ∆ has a rule
t(v)

π

(q1 , . . . , qn ) −−→ q. We write t =⇒ q to denote that π
is a run of A over t such that π(ε) = q. We use t =⇒ q
π
to denote that t =⇒ q for some run π. The language
accepted by a state q is defined by LA (q) = {t | t =⇒ q},
while the S
language of a set of states S ⊆ Q is defined as
LA (S) = q∈S LA (q). When it is clear which TA A we
refer to, we only write L(q) or L(S). The language of A is
defined as L(A) = LA (F ). We also extend the notion of a
language to a tuple of states (q1 , . . . , qn ) ∈ Qn by letting
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Figure 1: (a) A heap graph with cut-points highlighted in red, (b) the canonical tree decomposition of
the heap with x ordered before y

L((q1 , . . . , qn )) = L(q1 ) × · · · × L(qn ). The language of
n
a set of n-tuples of sets of states S ⊆ (2Q ) S
is the union
of languages of elements of S, the set L(S) = E∈S L(E).
We say that X accepts y to express that y ∈ L(X).

3. From Heaps to Forests
In this section, we outline in an informal way our proposal of hierarchical forest automata and the way how
sets of heaps can be represented by them. For the purpose of the explanation, heaps may be viewed as oriented
graphs whose nodes correspond to allocated memory cells
and edges to pointer links between these cells. The nodes
may be labelled by non-pointer data stored in them (assumed to be from a finite data domain) and by program
variables pointing to the nodes. Edges may be labelled
by the corresponding selectors.
In what follows, we restrict ourselves to garbage free heaps
in which all memory cells are reachable from pointer variables by following pointer links. However, this is not
a restriction in practice since the emergence of garbage
can be checked for each executed program statement. If
some garbage arises, an error message can be issued and
the symbolic computation stopped. Alternatively, the
garbage can be removed and the computation continued.
It is easy to see that each heap graph can be decomposed
into a set of tree components when the leaves of the tree
components are allowed to reference back to the roots of
these components. Moreover, given a total ordering on
program variables and selectors, each heap graph may be
decomposed into a tuple of tree components in a canonical way as illustrated in Figure 1 (a) and (b). In particular, one can first identify the so-called cut-points, i.e.,
nodes that are either pointed to by a program variable or
that have several incoming edges. Next, the cut-points
can be canonically numbered using a depth-first traversal of the heap graph starting from nodes pointed to by
program variables in the order derived from the order of
the program variables and respecting the order of selectors. Subsequently, one can split the heap graph into
tree components rooted at particular cut-points. These
components should contain all the nodes reachable from

their root while not passing through any cut-point, plus
a copy of each reachable cut-point, labelled by its number. Finally, the tree components can then be canonically
ordered according to the numbers of the cut-points representing their roots.
Our proposal of forest automata builds upon the described
decomposition of heaps into tree components. In particular, a forest automaton (FA) is basically a tuple of tree
automata (TA). Each of the tree automata accepts trees
whose leaves may refer back to the roots of any of these
trees. An FA then represents exactly the set of heaps that
may be obtained by taking a single tree from the language
of each of the component TA and by gluing the roots of
the trees with the leaves referring to them.
Below, we will mostly concentrate on a subclass of FA
that we call canonicity respecting forest automata (CFA).
CFA encode sets of heaps decomposed in a canonical way,
i.e., such that if we take any tuple of trees accepted by the
given CFA, construct a heap from them, and then canonically decompose it, we get the tuple of trees we started
with. This means that in the chosen tuple there is no
tree with a root that does not correspond to a cut-point
and that the trees are ordered according to the depth-first
traversal as described above. The canonicity respecting
form allows us to test inclusion on the sets of heaps represented by CFA by testing inclusion component-wise on
the languages of the TA constituting the given CFA.
Note, however, that FA are not closed under union. Even
for FA having the same number of components, uniting
the TA component-wise may yield an FA overapproximating the union of the sets of heaps represented by the
original FA (cf. Section 4). Thus, we represent unions
of FA explicitly as sets of FA (SFA), which is similar to
dealing with disjunctions of conjunctive separation logic
formulae. However, as we will see, inclusion on the sets
of heaps represented by SFA is still easily decidable.
The described encoding allows one to represent sets of
heaps with a bounded number of cut-points. However, to
handle many common dynamic data structures, one needs
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with nodes that are not reachable on the top level, but are
reachable through edges hidden in some boxes. This result allows us to safely approximate inclusion checking on
hierarchically represented heaps, which appears to work
quite well in practice.
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Figure 2: (a) A part of a DLL, (b) a hierarchical
encoding of the DLL

to represent sets of heaps with an unbounded number of
cut-points. Indeed, for instance, in doubly-linked lists
(DLLs), every node is a cut-point. We solve this problem
by representing heaps in a hierarchical way. In particular,
we collect sets of repeated subgraphs (called components)
containing cut-points in the so-called boxes. Every occurrence of such components can then be replaced by a
single edge labelled by the appropriate box. To specify
how a subgraph enclosed within a box is connected to
the rest of the graph, the subgraph is equipped with the
so-called input and output ports. The source vertex of
a box then matches the input port of the subgraph, and
the target vertex of the edge matches the output port. In
this way, a set of heap graphs with an unbounded number
of cut-points can be transformed into a set of hierarchical heap graphs with a bounded number of cut-points at
each level of the hierarchy. Figures 2 (a) and (b) illustrate how this approach can basically reduce DLLs into
singly-linked lists (with a DLL segment used as a kind of
meta-selector).
Sets of heap hypergraphs corresponding either to the top
level of the representation or to boxes of different levels can then be decomposed into (hyper)tree components
and represented using hierarchical FA whose alphabet can
contain nested FA.1 Intuitively, FA appearing in the alphabet of some superior FA play a role similar to that
of inductive predicates in separation logic.2 We restrict
ourselves to automata that form a finite and strict hierarchy (i.e., there is no circular use of the automata in their
alphabets).
The question of deciding inclusion on sets of heaps represented by hierarchical FA remains open. However, we
propose a canonical decomposition of hierarchical hypergraphs allowing inclusion to be decided for sets of heap hypergraphs represented by FA provided that the nested FA
labelling hyperedges are taken as atomic alphabet symbols. Note that this decomposition is by far not the same
as for non-hierarchical heap graphs due to a need to deal
1
Since graphs are a special case of hypergraphs, in the
following, we will work with hypergraphs only.
2
For instance, we use a nested FA to encode a DLL segment of length 1. In separation logic, the corresponding
induction predicate would represent segments of length 1
or more. In our approach, the repetition of the segment
is encoded in the structure of the top-level FA.

Forest Automata

We now formalise the notion of hypergraphs, their forest
representation, and the notion of forest automata.

Hypergraphs

A ranked alphabet is a finite set Γ of symbols associated
with a map # : Γ → N. The value #(a) is called the rank
of a ∈ Γ. We use #(Γ) to denote the maximum rank
of a symbol in Γ. A ranked alphabet Γ is a hypergraph
alphabet if it is associated with a total ordering Γ on its
symbols. For the rest of the section, we fix a hypergraph
alphabet Γ.
An (oriented, Γ-labelled) hypergraph (with designated input/output ports) is a tuple G = (V, E, P ) where:
• V is a finite set of vertices.
• E is a finite set of hyperedges such that every hyperedge e ∈ E is of the form (v, a, (v1 , . . . , vn )) where
v ∈ V is the source of e, a ∈ Γ, n = #(a), and
v1 , . . . , vn ∈ V are targets of e and a-successors of
v.
• P is the so-called port specification that consists of
a set of input ports IP ⊆ V , a set of output ports
OP ⊆ V , and a total ordering P on IP ∪ OP .
We use v to denote a sequence v1 , . . . , vn and v.i to denote
its ith vertex vi . For symbols a ∈ Γ with #(a) = 0,
we write (v, a) ∈ E to denote that (v, a, ()) ∈ E. Such
hyperedges may simulate labels assigned to vertices.
A path in a hypergraph G = (V, E, P ) is a sequence
hv0 , a1 , v1 , . . . , an , vn i, n ≥ 0, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
vi is an ai -successor of vi−1 . G is called deterministic iff
∀(v, a, v), (v, a0 , v 0 ) ∈ E: a = a0 =⇒ v = v 0 . G is called
well-connected iff each node v ∈ V is reachable through
some path from some input port of G.
As we have already briefly mentioned in Section 3, in hypergraphs representing heaps, input ports correspond to
nodes pointed to by program variables or to input nodes
of components, and output ports correspond to output
nodes of components. Figure 1 (a) shows a hypergraph
with two input ports corresponding to the variables x and
y. The hyperedges are labelled by selectors data and
next. All the hyperedges are of arity 1.

4.2

Forest Representation of Hypergraphs

We will now define the forest representation of hypergraphs. For that, we will first define a notion of a tree
as a basic building block of forests. We will define trees
much like hypergraphs but with a restricted shape and
without input/output ports. The reason for the latter is
that the ports of forests will be defined on the level of the
forests themselves, not on the level of the trees that they
are composed of.
Formally, an (unordered, oriented, Γ-labelled) tree T =
(V, E) consists of a set of vertices and hyperedges defined
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as in the case of hypergraphs with the following additional
requirements: (1) V contains a single node with no incoming hyperedge (called the root of T and denoted root(T )).
(2) All other nodes of T are reachable from root(T ) via
some path. (3) Each node has at most one incoming hyperedge. (4) Each node appears at most once among the
target nodes of its incoming hyperedge (if it has one).
Given a tree, we call its nodes with no successors leaves.
Let us assume that Γ ∩ N = ∅. An (ordered, Γ-labelled)
forest (with designated input/output ports) is a tuple F =
(T1 , . . . , Tn , R) such that:
• For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Ti = (Vi , Ei ) is a tree that
is labelled by the alphabet (Γ ∪ {1, . . . , n}).
• R is a (forest) port specification consisting of a set
of input ports IR ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, a set of output ports
OR ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, and a total ordering R of IR ∪OR .
• For all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (1) if i 6= j, then Vi ∩ Vj =
∅, (2) #(i) = 0, and (3) a vertex v with (v, i) ∈
Ej is not a source of any other edge (it is a leaf).
We call such vertices root references and denote by
rr(Ti , j) the set of all root references to Tj in Ti , i.e.,
rr(Ti , j) =
S {v ∈ Vi | (v, j) ∈ Ei }. We also define
rr(Ti ) = n
j=1 rr(Ti , j).
A forest F = (T1 , . . . , Tn , R) represents the hypergraph
⊗F obtained by uniting the trees T1 , . . . , Tn and interconnecting their roots with the corresponding root references. In particular, for every root reference v ∈ Vi ,
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, hyperedges leading to v are redirected to
the root of Tj where (v, j) ∈ Ei , and v is removed. The
sets IR and OR then contain indices of the trees whose
roots are to be input/output ports of ⊗F , respectively.
Finally, their ordering P is defined by the R -ordering
of the indices of the trees whose roots they are. Formally,
⊗F = (V, E, P ) where:
• V =

Sn

i=1

Sn

Vi \ rr(Ti ),

• E = i=1 {(v, a, v 0 ) | a ∈ Γ ∧ ∃(v, a, v) ∈ Ei ∀1 ≤
j ≤ #(a): if ∃(v.j, k) ∈ Ei with k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
v 0 .j = root(Tk ), else v 0 .j = v.j},
• IP = {root(Ti ) | i ∈ IR },
• OP = {root(Ti ) | i ∈ OR },
• ∀u, v ∈ IP ∪ OP such that u = root(Ti ) and v =
root(Tj ):
u P v ⇐⇒ i R j.

4.3

Forest Automata

29

symbol associated with the node and by (2) ordering the
successors of the node. More concretely, we label each
node of the ordered tree ot(T ) by the set of labels of the
hyperedges leading from the corresponding node in the
original tree T . Successors of the node in ot(T ) correspond
to the successors of the original node in T , and are ordered
w.r.t. the order Γ of hyperedge labels through which the
corresponding successors are reachable in T (while always
keeping tuples of nodes reachable via the same hyperedge
together, ordered in the same way as they were ordered
within the hyperedge). The rank of the new node label is
given by the sum of ranks of the original hyperedge labels
embedded into it. Below, we use ΣΓ to denote the ranked
node alphabet obtained from Γ as described above.
A forest automaton over Γ (with designated input/output
ports) is a tuple F = (A1 , . . . , An , R) where:
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ai = (Qi , Σ, ∆i , Fi ) is a TA with
Σ = ΣΓ ∪ {1, . . . , n} and #(i) = 0.
• R is defined as for forests, i.e., it consists of input
and output ports IR , OR ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and a total
ordering R on IR ∪ OR .
The forest language of F is the set of forests LF (F) =
{(T1 , . . . , Tn , R) | ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : ot(Ti ) ∈ L(Ai )}, i.e.,
the forest language is obtained by taking the Cartesian
product of the tree languages, unordering the trees that
appear in its elements, and extending them by the port
specification. The forest language of F in turn defines the
hypergraph language of F which is the set of hypergraphs
L(F) = {⊗F | F ∈ LF (F)}.

5.

Hierarchical Forest Automata

As discussed informally in Section 3, simple forest automata cannot express sets of data structures with unbounded numbers of cut-points like, e.g., the set of all
doubly-linked lists (Figure 2). To capture such data structures, we will enrich the expressive power of forest automata by allowing them to be hierarchically nested. For
the rest of the section, we fix a hypergraph alphabet Γ.

5.1

Hierarchical Hypergraphs

We first introduce hypergraphs with hyperedges labelled
by the so-called boxes which are sets of hypergraphs (defined up to isomorphism3 ). A hypergraph G with hyperedges labelled by boxes encodes a set of hypergraphs. The
hypergraphs encoded by G can be obtained by replacing
every hyperedge of G labelled by a box by some hypergraph from the box. The hypergraphs within the boxes
may themselves have hyperedges labelled by boxes, which
gives rise to a hierarchical structure (which we require to
be of a finite depth).

We will now define forest automata as tuples of tree automata extended by a port specification. Tree automata
accept trees that are ordered and node-labelled. Therefore, in order to be able to use forest automata to encode sets of forests, we must define a conversion between
ordered, node-labelled trees and our unordered, edge-labelled trees.

Let Υ be a hypergraph alphabet. First, we define an
Υ-labelled component as an Υ-labelled hypergraph C =
(V, E, P ) which satisfies the requirement that |IP | = 1 and
IP ∩ OP = ∅. Then, an Υ-labelled box is a non-empty set
B of Υ-labelled components such that all of them have the
same number of output ports. This number is called the
rank of the box B and denoted by #(B). Let B[Υ] be the

We convert a deterministic Γ-labelled unordered tree T
into a node-labelled ordered tree ot(T ) by (1) transferring
the information about labels of edges of a node into the

3
Dealing with hypergraphs (and later also automata) defined up to isomorphism avoids a need to deal with classes
instead of sets.
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ranked alphabet containing all Υ-labelled boxes such that
B[Υ] ∩ Υ = ∅. The operator B gives rise to a hierarchy of
alphabets Γ0 , Γ1 , . . . where:
• Γ0 = Γ is the set of plain symbols,
• for i ≥ 0, Γi+1 = Γi ∪ B[Γi ] is the set of symbols of
level i + 1.
A Γi -labelled hypergraph H is then called a Γ-labelled
(hierarchical) hypergraph of level i, and we refer to the
Γi−1 -labelled boxes appearing on edges of H as to nested
boxes of H. A Γ-labelled hypergraph is sometimes called
a plain Γ-labelled hypergraph.

5.2

5.3

Hierarchical Forest Automata

We now define hierarchical forest automata that represent sets of hierarchical hypergraphs. The hierarchical
FA are FA whose alphabet can contain symbols which
encode boxes appearing on edges of hierarchical hypergraphs. The boxes are themselves represented using hierarchical FA.
To define an alphabet of hierarchical FA, we will take
an approach similar to the one used for the definition of
hierarchical hypergraphs. First, we define an operator A
which for a hypergraph alphabet Υ returns the ranked
alphabet containing the set of all SFA S over (a finite
subset of) Υ such that L(S) is an Υ-labelled box and
such that A[Υ] ∩ Υ = ∅. The rank of S in the alphabet
A[Υ] is the rank of the box L(S). The operator A gives
rise to a hierarchy of alphabets Γ0 , Γ1 , . . . where:

Semantics of Hierarchical Hypergraphs

A Γ-labelled hierarchical hypergraph H encodes a set JHK
of plain hypergraphs, called the semantics of H. For a set
S of hierarchical hypergraphs, we use JSK to denote the
union of semantics of its elements.
If H is plain, then JHK contains just H itself. If H is of
level j > 0, then hypergraphs from JHK are obtained in
such a way that hyperedges labelled by boxes B ∈ Γj are
substituted in all possible ways by plain components from
JBK. The substitution is similar to an ordinary hyperedge
replacement used in graph grammars. When an edge e
is substituted by a component C, the input port of C
is identified with the source node of e, and the output
ports of C are identified with the target nodes of e. The
correspondence of the output ports of C and the target
nodes of e is defined using the order of the target nodes
in e and the ordering of ports of C. The edge e is finally
removed from H.
Formally, given a Γ-labelled hierarchical hypergraph H =
(V, E, P ), a hyperedge e = (v, a, v) ∈ E, and a component
C = (V 0 , E 0 , P 0 ) where #(a) = |OP 0 | = k, the substitution of e by C in H results in the hypergraph H[C/e]
defined as follows. Let o1 P . . . P ok be the ports
of OP ordered by P . W.l.o.g., assume V ∩ V 0 = ∅. C
will be connected to H by identifying its ports with their
matching vertices of e. We define for every vertex w ∈ V 0
its matching vertex match(w) such that (1) if w ∈ IP 0 ,
match(w) = v (the input port of C matches the source
of e), (2) if w = oi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, match(w) = v.i (the
output ports of C match the corresponding targets of e),
and (3) match(w) = w otherwise (an inner node of C
is not matched with any node of H). Then H[C/e] =
(V 00 , E 00 , P ) where V 00 = V ∪ (V 0 \ (IP 0 ∪ OP 0 )) and E 00 =
(E \ {e}) ∪ {(v 00 , a0 , v 00 ) | ∃(v 0 , a0 , v 0 ) ∈ E 0 : match(v 0 ) =
v 00 ∧ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k : match(v 0 .i) = v 00 .i}.
We can now give an inductive definition of JHK. Let
e1 = (v1 , B1 , v 1 ), . . . , en = (vn , Bn , v n ) be all edges of
H labelled by Γ-labelled boxes. Then, G ∈ JHK iff it is
obtained from H by successively substituting every ei by
a component Ci ∈ JBi K, i.e., JHK is the set
{H[C1 /e1 ] . . . [Cn /en ] | C1 ∈ JB1 K, . . . , Cn ∈ JBn K}.

Figure 2 (b) shows a hierarchical hypergraph of level 1
whose semantics is the (hyper)graph of Figure 2 (a).

• Γ0 = Γ is the set of plain symbols,
• for i ≥ 0, Γi+1 = Γi ∪ A[Γi ] is the set of symbols of
level i + 1.
A hierarchical FA F over Γi is then called a Γ-labelled
(hierarchical) FA of level i, and we refer to the hierarchical
SFA over Γi−1 appearing within alphabet symbols of F
as to nested SFA of F.
Let F be a hierarchical FA. We now define an operator ] that translates any Γi -labelled hypergraph G =
(V, E, P ) ∈ L(F) to a Γ-labelled hierarchical hypergraph
H of level i (i.e., it translates G by transforming the SFA
that appear on its edges to the boxes they represent).
Formally, G] is defined inductively as the Γ-labelled hierarchical hypergraph H = (V, E 0 , P ) of level i that is
obtained from the hypergraph G by replacing every edge
(v, S, v) ∈ E, labelled by a Γ-labelled hierarchical SFA S,
by the edge (v, L(S)] , v), labelled by the box L(S)] where
L(S)] denotes the set (box) {X ] | X ∈ L(S)}. Then, we
define the semantics of a hierarchical FA F over Γ as the
set of Γ-labelled (plain) hypergraphs JFK = JL(F)] K.

Notice that a hierarchical SFA of any level has finitely
many nested SFA of a lower level only. Therefore, a hierarchical SFA is a finitely representable object. Notice also
that even though the maximum number of cut-points of
hypergraphs from L(S)] is fixed (SFA always accept hypergraphs with a fixed maximum number of cut-points),
the number of cut-points of hypergraphs in JSK may be
unbounded. The reason is that hypergraphs from L(S)]
may contain an unbounded number of hyperedges labelled
by boxes B such that hypergraphs from JBK contain cutpoints too. These cut-points then appear in hypergraphs
from JSK, but they are not visible at the level of hypergraphs from L(S)] .
Hierarchical SFA are therefore finite representations of
sets of hypergraphs with possibly unbounded numbers of
cut-points.

6.

Verification Based on Forest Automata

A fundamental property of our newly proposed formalism
of forest automata is that (1) the language inclusion can
be checked efficiently (see [15]), and (2) C program statements manipulating pointers can be easily encoded as operations modifying FA (see again [15]). Due to this and
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due to the fact that FA are based on tree automata, we
can build on the concept of abstract regular tree model
checking (see [7]) to obtain a new symbolic verification
procedure for the considered class of programs. The procedure then works as follows: The algorithm maintains a
set of visited program configurations and a set of program
configurations which need to be processed. At the beginning, the set of visited program configurations is empty,
and the set of program configurations waiting to be processed contains the initial configuration of the program
to be analysed which consists of the initial assignment
of program variables, the empty heap, and the program
counter pointing to the first instruction of the program.
Then, the algorithm iteratively picks one waiting program
configuration and performs a symbolic execution of the
appropriate program statement. This essentially means
that one takes a forest automaton representing a set of
heaps and transforms it into a new forest automaton. The
set of heaps represented by the newly obtained forest automaton reflects the change within the heap caused by the
execution of the given program statement. In addition to
that, one can also apply abstraction in order to be able
to obtain sets of all reachable configurations, which are
typically infinite, in a finite number of steps. In the next
step, the algorithm checks whether the newly created program configuration is covered by the set of already visited
program configurations by means of testing inclusion of
languages represented by forest automata. If the newly
obtained symbolic configuration is not covered by the set
of visited program configurations, it is inserted into the
set of waiting program configurations. The process then
continues by picking another waiting configuration. During the symbolic execution, the algorithm checks whether
the verified code behaves properly, i.e., it does not dereference invalid pointers, it does not produce memory leaks,
etc. If the program does not operate properly, the procedure is immediately terminated, and an error is reported.
If the set of waiting configurations becomes empty, the
procedure terminates and outputs that the program is
safe.
When an error is encountered, it remains to find out
whether it is reachable within the original program, or it
was encountered due to an excessive abstraction. In order
to check, whether the error is indeed reachable, one can
execute the corresponding trace without the abstraction.
If such trace cannot be executed, then the set of reachable
program configurations is over-approximated too much,
and the abstraction needs to be refined. The refinement
can be done globally which is, however, not very efficient.
A better solution is to use the counterexample-guided abstraction refinement as introduced in the framework of
abstract regular tree model checking (see again [7]). For
that to work, one needs to be able to execute the error
trace backwards (see [14] for more details).
Our approach has been implemented in a prototype tool
called Forester as a gcc plug-in. This allows us to demonstrate that the proposed approach is very promising as the
tool can successfully handle multiple highly non-trivial
case studies (for some of which we are not aware of any
other tool that could handle them fully automatically).

7. Experimental Results
We have experimentally compared the performance of our
tool with that of Space Invader [5], the first fully automated tool based on separation logic, Predator [11], a new
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fully automated tool based in principle on separation logic
(although it represents sets of heaps using graphs), and
also with the ARTMC tool [7] based on abstract regular tree model checking4 . We tested the tool on sample programs with various types of lists (singly-linked,
doubly-linked, cyclic, nested), trees, and their combinations. Basic memory safety properties—in particular, absence of null and undefined pointer dereferences, double
free operations, and absence of garbage—were checked.
We have run our tests on a machine with an Intel T9600
(2.8GHz) CPU and 4GiB of RAM. The comparison with
Space Invader and Predator was done on examples with
lists only since Invader and Predator do not handle trees.
The higher flexibility of our automata abstraction shows
up, for example, in the test case with a list of sublists of
lengths 0 or 1 for which Space Invader does not terminate.
Our technique handles this example smoothly (without
any need to add any special inductive predicates that
could decrease the performance or generate false alarms).
Predator can also handle this test case, but to achieve
that, the algorithms implemented in it must have been
manually extended to use a new kind of list segment of
length 0 or 1, together with an appropriate modification
of the implementation of Predator’s join and abstraction
operations5 . On the other hand, the ARTMC tool can, in
principle, handle more general structures than we can currently handle such as trees with linked leaves. However,
the representation of heap configurations used in ARTMC
is much heavier which causes ARTMC not to scale that
well.
Table 1 summarises running times (in seconds) of the four
tools on our case studies. The value T means that the
running time exceeded 30 minutes, o.o.m. means that
the tool ran out of memory, and the value Err stands
for a failure of symbolic execution. The names of experiments in the table contain the name of the data structure
handled by the program. In particular, “SLL” stands for
singly-linked lists, “DLL” for doubly linked lists (the prefix
“C” means cyclic), “tree” for binary trees, “tree+parents”
for trees with parent pointers. Nested variants of SLL are
named as “SLL of” and the type of the nested list. In particular, “SLL of 0/1 SLLs” stands for SLL of nested SLL
of length 0 or 1. “SLL+head” stands for a list where each
element points to the head of the list, “SLL of 2CDLLs”
stands for SLL whose implementation of lists used in the
Linux kernel with restricted pointer arithmetic [11] which
we can also handle. All experiments start with a random
creation and end with a disposal of the specified structure. If some further operation is performed in between
the creation phase and the disposal phase, it is indicated
in brackets. In the experiment “tree+stack”, a randomly
created tree is disposed using a stack in a top-down manner such that we always dispose a root of a subtree and
save its subtrees into the stack. “DSW” stands for the
Deutsch-Schorr-Waite tree traversal (the Lindstrom variant). Forester has been provided a set of suitable boxes
for each of the test cases for the comparison in Table 1.

8. Conclusions and Future Directions
4

Since it is quite difficult to encode the input for ARTMC,
we have tried it on some interesting cases only.
5
The operations were carefully tuned not to easily generate false alarms, but the risk of generating them has
anyway been increased.
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Table 1: A comparison of Forester with other existing tools
example
SLL (delete)
SLL (reverse)
SLL (bubblesort)
SLL (insertsort)
SLL (mergesort)
SLL of CSLLs
SLL+head
SLL of 0/1 SLLs
SLLLinux
DLL (insert)
DLL (reverse)
DLL (insertsort1)
DLL (insertsort2)
CDLL
DLL of CDLLs
SLL of 2CDDLsLinux
tree
tree+stack
tree+parents
tree (DSW)

Forester Invader Predator ARTMC
0.01
< 0.10
0.01
< 0.50
< 0.01
0.03 < 0.01
0.02
Err
0.02
0.02
0.10
0.01
0.07
Err
0.13
0.07
T
0.12
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.02
T
0.03
< 0.01
T
< 0.01
0.02
0.08
0.03
0.40
0.01
0.09
0.01
1.40
0.20
0.18
0.15
1.40
0.06
Err
0.03
< 0.01
0.09 < 0.01
0.18
T
0.13
0.03
T
0.19
0.06
3.00
0.02
0.10
0.16
o.o.m

We have presented a new method for verification of heap
manipulating programs. In particular, we use forest automata to encode sets of heaps and exploit the fact that
the set of C statements that we need to support can be
easily symbolically executed over FA. Moreover, the fact
that FA are built over tree automata allows us to build a
verification procedure based on the framework of abstract
regular tree model checking. Further, we have described
how more complex data structures—such as doubly-linked
lists—can be verified using hierarchically nested forest automata. Finally, we have implemented the above mentioned approach in a prototype tool called Forester. We
have performed an experimental evaluation on a set of
benchmarks consisting of C programs manipulating various dynamically allocated data structures in order to compare Forester to other similar tools. The obtained results
confirmed that our approach is quite competitive in practice.
As of what concerns the future work, it would be interesting to extend our approach such that it could track
some information about the data stored within dynamically linked data structures. This would allow one to verify algorithms in which the memory safety depends, for
instance, on the fact that a certain sequence is sorted. As
an example, we can mention programs manipulating redblack trees in which case one needs to distinguish red and
black trees. Apart from that, tracking of the data stored
inside the dynamically linked data structure would allow
our tool to also check properties concerning that data.
Another line of research is a generalisation of our approach to concurrent programs. Here, an especially interesting case is that of lockless concurrent data structures,
which are extremely difficult to understand and validate.
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Abstract
Social web increases its potential rapidly. Growing number of involved users leads to signiﬁcant increase in amount
of user-generated content. End users have great opportunity to express themselves by publishing statuses, blogs
or photos and in the meantime they consume the content
generated by others. In our work we focus on process of
social web data consumption - gathering, processing and
visualization. In our research we focus on processing of
unstructured textual content of Social Web in order to
achieve more eﬃcient access to relevant information. We
have designed and evaluated methods for building precise
content clusters by mining social web data. Our ﬁndings
indicate the need to encounter external knowledge and
the internal relationships between objects on social web
to increase the accuracy of extracted knowledge. In user
study we demonstrate how the accurate content clusters
augment the access to relevant information on the social
web.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.7.5 [Document and Text Processing]: Document
Capture—Document analysis; I.5.3 [Pattern Recognition]: Clustering—Algorithms; I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition]: Applications—Text processing; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and
Indexing—Linguistic processing
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1. Introduction
Web 2.0 empowered broad audience of web users to participate on web content creation. Everyone got a chance
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to be a data producer. In meantime emergence of the Web
2.0 created a group of innovative applications like blogs,
wikis, social networking sites, photo sharing applications,
content bookmarking tools and many others to be used
by very broad audience. Social web can be understood as
huge and valuable source of information. But as amount
of data and information is enormous, there are many attempts to serve the information in ﬁltered, aggregated
way to the data consumer.
On the other hand the companies use Social web as valuable source of information and also as a channel to promote their products to prospective customers. In the
same time they use the knowledge extracted for the social
web to support their decision making.
Huge amount of this information can be processed automatically and that can augment the user browsing and
searching experience. In past decades there was a significant increase of usage of software applications in order
to support business processes. With emerge of Web 2.0
many existing software applications started to move to
the web environment.
In the past there was a challenge to ﬁnd some information. Nowadays there is a challenge to pick relevant information and put it into right context. Especially business
data analysts in role of data consumers ask: How could we
beneﬁt from the potential of social web data? Social web
increases its power very fast. It consists of huge amount
of user generated content which is spread across the web.
This content is already being used for diﬀerent purposes
- fun, brand building, marketing, sales support or information search. There is a high number of methods and
algorithms available which can process enormous amount
of information available on Social Web. But there methods still can not uncover potencial hidden in Social Web.
The methods are still not precise enough and the potential of the potential hidden in that enoumous amount of
data is still not fully discovered.
We recognized several open questions related to access to
information on Social web:
• Adoption of known methods and approaches to Social Web environment
• Design of new methods speciﬁc for Social Web environment
• Processing of massive datasets
• Social Web data visualization
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We decided to focus on adoption of data clustering technique by using additional information gathered from Social Web. Partially we address topic of data visualization
in user study. We analyzed approaches for processing of
textual data gathered from social web by considering speciﬁc features of social web content in order to improve
access to relevant information. We assume that precise
content clusters will beneﬁt users and social web data analysts as well.
In our research we studied text extraction, term selection,
clustering and social web speciﬁc processing methods. We
measured and evaluated the contribution of each method
to the overall quality of clusters built on top of social
web data. In our research we focus on pre-processing
phase of web content clustering. We focus on blog articles
published in Slovak language. We evaluate the impact of
diﬀerent data pre-processing methods on success of blog
clustering. We found out that applying various text data
manipulation techniques in preprocessing can improve the
quality of clusters. The quality of clusters is measured by
traditional clustering metrics like precision, recall and Fmeasure.
This paper is structured as follows: we present researches
related to our study. In other part we present methods
which deal with Social Web data from diﬀerent perspectives. In the evaluation part we present experimental results of designed methods. Evaluation was done using our
uniﬁed clustering framework and we measured impact of
processing methods on quality of ﬁnal clusters. In the
end we discuss the possible usage of high quality content
clusters in the user study.

2. Related Work
Unstructured data processing tasks are being studied from
various perspectives - data retrieval, data representation,
processing of massive datasets, data visualization and
many others. Emergence of Web 2.0 and Social Web made
the unstructured data related research even more topical.
Preprocessing. Many preprocessing concepts and algorithms - tokenization, normalization, segmentation - were
researched in early machine processing era. Currently
there is a need to adopt these concepts to ﬁt the needs of
social web. In web environment is text processing challenging task due to many abbreviations, misspelled words
or colloquial expressions. Authors in [10] discuss trivial
task as tokenizing. They explain that this task is not always simple, for example due to abbreviations. But some
special tasks require more sophisticated tokenizer as in
research [12], where authors analyze method for Twitter messages tokenizing which contain very high number
of abbreviations and special characters. Tokenized text
got normalized. Usage of normalization technique is not
only language dependent but also application domain and
machine learning method dependent, according to [11],
[19]. Diﬀerent techniques are applied which can be applied alone or in combination. Other aspects of social
web processing are related massive datasets.
Feature selection. Feature selection is closely related
to term extraction and many researched do not distinguish between those tasks. Feature selection algorithms
were introduced and tuned in past decades to process
oﬀ-line sources like newspaper, literature or legal documents. Many feature selection approaches were studied,
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N-grams, noun phrases and with POS (Part of Speech)
tags in [9] or based on word relationships derived from
corpus or linguistic resources [3]. Social Web brought additional taxonomic systems based on Wikipedia or based
on social tagging - folksonomy was introduced in [16]. Social Web brought a possibility to analyze and process the
documents by considering their wider context and used
interactions - comments, tags, web searches, web usage
and trending, hyperlinks, statuses. User comments were
studied in [2, 17, 13, 20]. Other authors [19] use basic TDIDF method. Many term selection methods are combined
with TD-IDF method, some rely on statistical methods.
Statistical methods. Usually the number of extracted
terms is too high and just the most important terms need
to be selected. According to the literature, several statistical dimensionality reductions methods could be applied.
Authors in [11] used PCA (principal component analysis)
for dimensionality reduction.
Another method useful for dimension reduction is Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) which uses mathematical technique called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Authors in [4] used LSI for multilingual documents clustering. Authors in [8] introduced Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) model which outperforms LSI in
many aspects.
Authors in [14] introduced LDA probabilistic topic model
which can be used also for dimensionality reduction. LDA
uses a sampling technique in order to discover K topics
in the corpus. Figure 5 describes LDA algorithm in the
plate notation. LDA has many extensions and modiﬁcations as can be read in [1]: inference techniques collapsed
Gibbs sampling, variational Bayesian inference collapsed
variational Bayesian inference, maximum likelihood estimation, and maximum a posterior estimation. Some
more can be found in [18]. According to [7] LDA was
widely adopted and used in diﬀerent text-related tasks
as text classiﬁcation, topic-speciﬁc keyword ﬁnding, topic
relationship mining or relevance feedback for information
retrieval.
Authors in [6] presented Latent Semantic Association
(LaSA) model which can be learned from the corpus using
hidden topic models like LDA or pLSI. Authors in LaSA
model preprocessed the input text where they identiﬁed
several words before and several words after the main
word and all the surrounding words considered to be context of the main word. For all the candidates they picked
surrounding features from the corpus. After that they
processed the text using LDA and got the topic vectors.
Many of models mentioned above were already studied
in conjunction with document clustering. Authors in [15]
compared pLSI and LDA as dimensionality reduction techniques for clustering. Based on the results of their experiments, they argue that LDA and pLSI can be used
for vector dimension reduction without degrading cluster
quality.
We understand document representation as very important in many text related tasks. We decided to represent documents by LDA topic model. Further direction
of research could aim to creation of a model of discussion
behavior on blog portal in order to eﬀectively plan article publishing and in order to track the activity regarding
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Figure 1: Building block of the processing framework.
the industry segments on the web. In order to achieve our
goal we need to cluster or classify the documents.
Web related processing tasks. Previously described
approaches focus on text processing. Other approaches
work with information on social web on higher level of
abstraction. Authors in [17] used the tag information
that is associated with the web pages in order to improve
clustering performance. Their method combines features
from articles with tag features. Authors in [2] presented
a recommendation framework which can recommend articles considering not only the original news itself but also
the thread of changing comments. Authors in [5] presented blog ranking algorithm based on reading, browsing
and commenting activities. Their evaluation was based
on prediction of commenting activity. Their results conﬁrmed that blog comments are valuable data source for
blog ranking. Authors considered the number of comments to be one reasonable way to measure the attractiveness of a blog. Authors said that comments made by
authoritative bloggers are more valuable. According to
the authors blog has high commenting score if many high
score bloggers make comments on it. Current researches
rely on massive data storage and processing using distributed architectures.
Visualization and analysis. Gathered and processed
data needs to be analyzed or visualized in order to squeeze
the useful knowledge from the data. Processed data is
used in various ways: recommenders, topic aggregators,
trend ﬁnders. Content based recommenders are often
used in case that the content changes are very fast (e.g.
online news) or in environments with many components
where it is hard to ﬁnd similar users based on traversal
patters. Research in recommenders is progressing fast but
the recommended content is still not fully reﬂecting the
needs of the users.

Figure 2: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.
tering. Within each task few methods are designed. Methods transform input data format into output data format.
Basic elements of our framework are depicted on the Figure 1. Data elements are blue, processing units are green.
There are 4 types of data units present during processing:
• Web documents - blog posts and news articles published in Slovak language. Web texts were manually
annotated because of evaluation of the methods.
• Web document relations - information about explicit
relations between blog authors and web comments
related to the documents.
• External sources - Wordnet, Eurovoc, lemmatization dictionary
• Content clusters - clusters created on top of processed web document
Processing tasks and methods are described below in this
section.

3.1 Term extraction
We understand term extraction as processing step which
cuts input text into terms and handles the noise in the
input data. In term extraction phase we focus on the
morphology of the language. This task is challenging especially in less studied and morphologically rich languages
like Slovak, Czech and other Slavic languages. In our
research we focused on known approaches which we adjusted to Slovak. As result of term extraction we expect
words in basic - morphologically simple - form. Our aim
is to convert text into basic tokens which will represent
the text. We studied 4 approaches to term extraction as
depicted on ﬁgure below - lemmatization, segmentation,
stemming and English stemming.

3. Methods

Lemmatization. Speciﬁc feature of Slovak are the accents. We used lemmatization dictionary and also dictionary with removed accents. With such dictionaries we
lemmatized a dataset with web articles and web comments.

In our research we focus on processing of data gathered
from social web. We gathered not only text itself but also
the relations. Our framework considers diﬀerent aspects
of processing of data on social web - web data preprocessing with accent on Slovak language, term selection on the
web and clustering which takes web data into account.
We shaped our methods on subset of social web data news articles, blog posts, user comments. Main aim of
data processing is to build precise content clusters which
can be analyzed and visualized further.

Stemming. Slovak language uses high number of sufﬁxes. We created a method, which can be considered
for very simple variation of morphological segmentation.
Our method is based on grouping lexically similar terms
into one term. We calculated lexical similarity on terms
longer than three characters. If two terms are equal on
more on 75% of term length, they are mapped to the
same lexical term. This method is evaluated indirectly
using clustering-based evaluation framework.

Processing framework handles several tasks - preprocessing, feature selection, topic segmentation and topic clus-

Morphological segmentation. We applied an algorithm for morphological segmentation on dataset where
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we ﬁltered terms shorter than three characters. We randomly selected 100 terms and manually evaluated the
quality of segmentation.
English translation approach. Machine translation
services work are being continuously improved. We created a method where translated Slovak web articles into
English, we tokenized the text and we used Porter stemmer in order to produce the stems.
We deﬁned term extraction phase as tokenization and normalization. It needs to be considered will inﬂuence feature
selection especially in case of multi-words and named entities. In speciﬁc cases term extraction and future selection
should be performed together.

3.2 Feature selection
Dataset based on natural language consists of (even after
precise preprocessing) very high number of units which
diﬀer in importance and there are also many synonyms
and homonyms (polysemy and homonymy) among these
units. The aim of the feature selection is to select a number of representative features which would represent the
input documents.
In feature selection we designed three methods which decrease the number of distinct terms by considering some
external or additional knowledge - web relations in form
of user comments, semantic dictionaries or semantic taxonomies.
In two feature selection approaches - taxonomy based and
named entiry recognition - advanced preprocessing was
ommited because both methods rely on unprocessed external taxonomies and data. Web comment data set was
preprocessed together with input documents.

3.2.1 Taxonomy based FS
Documents are usually represented as vectors of terms
without considering relations between those terms. Term
vectors can be enriched by relation by using semantic
taxonomy. Taxonomy reﬂects semantic relations between
terms, it can be created manually or inducted from big
dataset. We understand the taxonomy as an external
knowledge. There are several manually created taxonomies
currently available, e.g. Wordnet or Eurovoc. Our method
is based on grouping semantically related terms based on
Eurovoc taxonomy which is available in Slovak language.
One word approach. It uses tokenized dataset. We
consider whitespaces as delimiters. We look for identical terms in tokenized dataset and in taxonomy. In case
that the terms match we replace the terms by the parent
element from the taxonomy.
N-grams approach. This approach is more complex.
We did not use tokenized dataset as described in previous approach. We generated 1-grams, 2-grams and 3grams from the dataset. Afterwards we matched dataset
n-grams with elements from the dictionary. Then we did
another loop over matched pairs. In this loop we checked
if the elements in the pairs are equivalent. We used the
following condition - n-gram from dataset is equivalent to
expression from the taxonomy when is it is possible to
create a pair between another n-gram from the same article with another expression from the taxonomy on the
same level.
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3.2.2 Named entity recognition
. Name entities have to be process in speciﬁc way as there
are many multi word expressions.
This approach focuses on selection of names entities from
the text. In our research we focused on component-based
approach. Our named entity recognition framework consists of 5 components: Wikipedia component, component
based on Regular Expressions, online dictionary of named
entities, Google component and local dictionary component.
Most of the components rely on external knowledge Wikipedia, dictionary of named entities or Google services. We mentioned several times in this work that we
focus mainly on Slovak language on social web. Some
components rely on dictionaries in Slovak language - dictionary with Slovak names and online dictionary. Google
and Wikipedia are general well know services which work
quite well also with Slovak language.

3.2.3 FS based on Web comments
Our research focuses primarily on user-generated textual
data gathered from Social Web. Web comments are valuable source of such user-generated content. Aim of our
method is to extend web documents with information
from the web comments. Web comments data is usually
noisy - comments with poor grammar or spamm comments. We designed a method which select only high
quality comments from the dataset. Method for selecting
high quality comments considers quality of the author,
quality of the comment as relation to other comments
and quality of the comment itself based on text analysis.
UserRank is based on PageRank algorithm and user behavior characteritics. User who has many replies on his
comments we consider as more important.
U (i) =

∑
(1 − d)
+d∗
Wu (j, i) ∗ U (j)
N
i

(1)

CommentRank is based on the structure of the discussion.
Comments with many replies have higher impact than the
comments with only few replies.
C(i) =

∑ C(j)
(1 − d)
+d∗
N
N (j)
i

(2)

FeatureRank is based on the comment itself. Frequency
of usage of questionmarks, exclamations, stars, capital
letters, web links a emoticons was considered. Sum of
frequencies was divided by length of the comment not
to compromise longer comments. Higher FeatureRank
means that comment contains many special characters
and such comments are usually of low quality.
F (i) =

fo + fv + fh + fl + fs
nw

(3)

TotalRank is calculated as sum of all the characteristics.
Comments from inﬂuential users and with many replies
are increasing the rank of the comment.
U serRank + CommentRank − F eatureRank

(4)

Comment selection approach is based on ﬁltering high
quality comments from the dataset. Comments were ordered based on TotalRank and only 20% of top comments
were used for further processing.
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3.3 Document - Topic segmentation
Previous methods rely on some kinds of dictionaries or on
social web knowledge in order to pick most representative
features. In related work section we presented several approaches to feature dimensionality reduction. Other approaches to select representative features are based on statistical methods. Dimensionality reduction is a commonly
used step in machine learning, especially when dealing
with a high dimensional space of features [Feature selection for dimensionality reduction]. We included into our
methods also statistical methods which are able to operate
over text dataset but they are not constrained to operate
over text dataset. We use LDA in order to transform feature vectors into topics. LDA methods consider feature
distribution or co-occurrence of features and signiﬁcantly
decrease the document feature vectors. We used LDA in
order to decrease the dimensionality of the features.
Document(f1 , f2 , ..., fn )→Document(t1 , t2 , ..., t20 ) (5)
Most important output LDA algorithm is document-topic
matrix. Number of topics was experimentally set to 20.
We considered this number as optimal for our dataset. After running LDA over dataset we got article-topic matrix
which we used as input for clustering algorithm.

3.4 Topic clustering
LDA method used for dimensionality reduction transformed
documents represented by features into documents represented by topics. We used topics instead of features in
clustering algorithm because number of distinct would be
too high. On the other hand, number of topics was set
to 20 what was a solid base for applying the clustering
algorithm.
Document(t1 , t2 , ..., t20 )→Ci

(6)

As a result of clustering method we got the input documents organized in deﬁned number of clusters. Number
of clusters was deﬁned according to the dataset characteristics.

3.5 Postprocessing
As we already described, web documents contain not only
content itself but also user interactions are part of it. We
used this data in order to create more precise clusters in
phase called postprocessing. Postprocessing method employs articles, comments, users or clusters and the connections between them into process of building high quality
content clusters. We are proposing a method which creates clusters by considering article - commenter matrix
and a method which combines traditional content based
clustering with article - commenter matrix.
Clustering based on comments. Clustering method
based on implicit relations creates clusters of the blogs according to commentators who commented the blogs. This
method is based on our assumption that similar commentators comment similar blogs and we also assume that
blogs have characteristic themes and characteristic commentators. This method does not rely on language processing.
Our preliminary explorations are depicted on Figure 2
where we represented blogs and commentators as undirected graph G(V, E), where V={v1 , v2 , ..., vn } stands for
blogs and commentators and E={e1 , e2 , ..., en } stands for
edges. We created weighted and unweighted variations

of blogcommentator edges. In unweighted case there is
an edge between blog and commentator when the commentator posts at least one comment to the blog. In
weighted case we counted the number of comments which
the commentator posted to the blog. According to the
visualization depicted on Figure 2 it is obvious that blogcommentator edges create clusters.
In order to provide precise evaluation of the social clusters
we represented each blog Bi from blogs B as vector of its
commentators C = {c1 , c2 , ..., c|c| }. In weighted case Nti is
the number of times the commentator ct posts a comment
related to the blog bi. In unweighted case Nti is 1 when
commentator ct appears at least ones in the discussion
related to the blog bi and 0 in other cases. Then were the
blog vectors Bi clustered using K-means algorithm into
social clusters S.
Combined method. Previous method relies exclusively
on implicit relations between commented blogs and commentators. Our third method uses implicit relations between commentators and blogs in addition to the content clustering method. It combines content clustering
approach with clustering based on implicit relations in
comments. Algorithm which combines both approaches
consists of six steps:
1. Loop. Repeat content clustering method 10 times
on whole dataset and create the content clusters G.
2. Select. Identify 10% of blogs in dataset which are
most likely changing the clusters and put them into
set U.
3. Cluster. Cluster blogs which are represented by
their commentators and create clusters S.
4. Compute. For each item uk from U, ﬁnd social cluster S1 where uk is from S1 and ﬁnd Gk from G
with minimal HammingDistance(s1 , gk ) and assign
item uk →Gk . HammingDistance function counts
the number of positions where are corresponding
values diﬀerent.
5. Update. Update content clusters for each item uk
from U.
6. Evaluate. Evaluate updated clusters from G by comparing with manually annotated dataset.
In our research we studied statistical methods for feature
selection and we found out that they are not precise on
small dataset. Postprocessing method overcomes drawbacks of statistical methods by considering comments related to the web articles and blog posts.

4. Findings and evaluation
Our research focuses on clustering of web documents by
considering knowledge hidden on social web and some external data as well. We designed and evaluated methods which operate in various stages of content processing
(term extraction, feature selection, postprocessing) as described in previous section.

4.1 Evaluation approach and dataset description
Methods are evaluated against manually annotated dataset.
Our clusters represent documents and articles with similar
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Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Table 1: Dataset characteristisc
Characteristics name
Value
Number of commentators
34336
Number of comments
2733278
Number of blogs
27999
Average number of comment replies
1,38
Number of direct comments
715058
Average number of replies on blog
715058
Max number of blog comments
1858

content. Some methods were evaluated separately; some
were evaluation as part of clustering framework. Experiments were evaluated using Precision, Recall, F-measure
which are deﬁned as follows:

P recision =

Recall =

truepositives
truepositives + f alsepositives

truepositives
truepositives + f alsenegatives

F − measure = 2 ∗

precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(7)

(8)

(9)

Dataset description. In our experiments we work with
two kinds of data - blogs and comments. From our blog
dataset we manually picked 200 representative blogs and
labeled them manually using 4 labels. Characteristics of
our comments dataset are provided in Table 1.
Described dataset was used for evaluation within entire
processing framework. Some speciﬁc components were
evaluated separately on speciﬁc datasets.

4.2 Experimental results
Aim of this chapter is to present the results of most important experiments performed using proposed social web
processing framework. Experiments show potential and
drawbacks of designed processing framework.

4.2.1 Preprocessing evaluation and taxonomy usage
We proposed several preprocessing methods. In experimental evaluation we measured the impact of diﬀerent
preprocessing methods on quality of content clusters. We
performed experiments on two sets: on 4 topics and on 10
topics. As depicted in the Figure 7, applying lemmatization processing F-measure increased in both sets. Usage
of Eurovoc and lexical classes was successful just in case
of 4 topics and it decreased the F-measure in case of 10
topics. The reason of decrease of F-measure in case of
10 topic dataset is the domain speciﬁc dictionary. And
the dictionary does not cover all of the 10 topics. Lexical
stemming decreases number of distinct forms. But it can
increase ambiguity of the processing and degrade quality
of content clusters as it was measured in case of 10 topic
dataset.
We proposed to include external knowledge into document
processing. We found out that domain in both cases need
to be considered precisely. There is a challenge to ﬁnd
domain speciﬁc dictionary in case of rarely used languages
as Slovak.

Figure 3: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.
English processing. In other setup of experiment we
focused on English based processing. Clustering of articles in our dataset was successful in case of 4 topics and
in case of 10 topics as well. Main reason of success is
that Slovak to English translation works quite well and
that English is morphologically not as rich as Slovak. We
could apply Porter stemmer and decrease the number of
word forms. At the Figure 7, English based processing
is represented by the very right bar. English processing
signiﬁcantly overcome processing in Slovak language. It is
obvious that proposed preprocessing methods and rather
simplistic and there is much space for improvements and
ﬁne tuning.
We found out that preprocessing task considerably inﬂuence the quality of the content clusters. This inﬂuence is
obvious in caseased on the experiments we of processing
in English using Porter stemmer. The gap between processing in Slovak and English is signiﬁcant, so we suggest
ﬁne tune Slovak preprocessing methods in order to build
high quality content clusters.

4.2.2 Feature selection based on web comments
In this section we present results of experiments done on
comment based feature selection method which was described in [3.3.3]. Experiment was done on subset of our
dataset with 6 manually annotated categories. In order to
evaluate proposed method we designed three experiments:
1. Selected articles were processed by basic preprocessing, LDA reduction and topic clusters were created.
2. Top comments related to the articles were selected
using proposed method. Only comment features
were processed further
3. Articles and related top comments were used for further processing.
Experimental results are depicted on the ﬁgure 4. Setup
where only comments were processed had the worst results. Setup where articles were processed together with
related comments slightly overperformed initial scenario
where only articles were processed.
According the experimental results, clustering of comment features themselves brings worse results then clustering of the articles. The reason is that in some cases
the content of the discussion in comments does not correspond with the content of the article. But in most cases
the comments extend the basic idea of the article. That is
why overall quality of clusters can be improved by combining both approaches. In comment-based feature selection
we found out that comments feature vector contains very
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supplement to content-based clustering. In postprocessing we focused on increasing the quality of content clusters by applying some knowledge acquired by mining the
comments which are related to clustered documents. We
found out that clusters purely based on implicit social
connections between commenting users diﬀer from clusters based on content. But we found out that content
clusters can be improved by considering social ties in case
of articles without distinct topic. Combination of content
clusters with comment based clusters for articles without
distinct topic improved overall quality of clustering.

4.2.4 Intepretation of the experimental part
Figure 4: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.
Table 2: Comment based clustering results
Nr. Method name
F-measure
1
Weighted edge based
0,42
2
Unweighted edge based
0,52

frequent features which are not present in article feature
vector. That could help to give broader insight to the
articles.

4.2.3 Postprocessing evaluation
We evaluated both proposed postprocessing methods: clustering based on commnents and method with combined
content and comment clustering. Results of the ﬁrst experiment are presented in the table 2. It may be surprising the unweighted experiment setup overperformed
weighted. It is so because comment based clusters diﬀer
from content based clusters. And by weighteing the relations the diﬀerences between both comment based clusters
and annotated dateset were more signiﬁcant.
In other setup where content clusters and comment clusters were combined, we run repeated the experiment 10
times and calculated F-measure after each observation.
The results are depicted on the ﬁgure below. The quality of the clusters slightly increased in F-measure in most
cases.
Based on experimental results our comment-based enhancement has very small but positive impact on quality
of clusters. Impact of proposed method is small due to
the fact that it was applied on small subset of unstable
posts. Our experiment shows that a method which takes
implicit ties between commentators into account beneﬁt
the clustering method but just in case that it is user as a

Web concentrates great amount of user generated data
like bookmarks, tags or comments which can be used
in various text-related tasks. We designed a processing
framework which aims to build high quality content clusters on top of social web data. We designed content clustering framework as set of processing tasks which inﬂuence each other and more or less impacts the quality of
the content clusters. In our experiments we measured the
impact of diﬀerent processing methods on quality of the
content clusters.
We found out that the lemmatization task signiﬁcantly
increases the quality of clusters. We found out that the
quality of clusters can be increased also by features selection based on taxonomy. We tested our taxonomy based
feature selection method on several datasets and we found
out that it improved the quality of clustering just in case
when our taxonomy matched the used dataset. We also
found out that clustering based on translation of Slovak
text into English and applying English processing methods signiﬁcantly outperformed processing in Slovak. We
found out that there is much space for improving Slovak
text processing methods.
We evaluated usage of comments in feature selection taks
and also in postprocessing task. We both cases we observed that comments comments should be processed together with the articles not separately.
We designed also named entity recognition method. This
method was evaluated separately not as part of content
clustering framework. We found out that method which
consists of diﬀerent processing components increases the
overall quality of the recognition. And we found out that
the overall quality of the system of components is higher
than the quality of any separate component. This supports the ﬁnding learned from comment processing: increased amount of data and increased number of processing tasks has positive inﬂuence on quality of the content
clusters. Main constraint in case of very complex data
processing frameworks is the performnace.
Based on results of provided experiments we conclude
that combination of term extraction, feature selection,
clustering and postprocessing tasks lead to better clustering results. But liminations like complexity of Slovak
language, lack of well deﬁned taxonomies or scalability
constraints related to processing of complex Social Web
datasets should be considered.

5. The user study
Figure 5: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.

Motivation of our research was to simplify information
access on the Social Web. In the user study we demonstrate how content clusters help the users to get the rele-
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Table 3: Click through rate based on content
Name
Clicks Views Rate Type
E 145rMY
6281
97308 6.45 Speciﬁc
E 141Pae
2329
37387 6,23 Speciﬁc
E 143Swv
1705
30663 5,56 Speciﬁc
E 146ARD
1522
25485 5,97 Speciﬁc
E 147QCz
1249
19323 6,46 Speciﬁc
E 142JoY
845
16294 5,19 Speciﬁc
E 148vNA
929
15706 5,91 Speciﬁc
E 149CXm
480
9808
4,89 Speciﬁc
What’s up 298vJN
800
30152 2,65 General
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Figure 6: Another approach to visualization of
clusters is the calendar view.

vant information. User study was based on analysis done
on three web applications displaying the same content via
there diﬀerent web applications - Noticeboard, Widgetizer
and Visualizer.
Noticeboard. We designed a web application where the
user put notices about coming cultural events together
with short descriptions and classiﬁcations. The users insert information into the noticeboard because they want
their submission reach the broader audience.
Widgetizer. Its name is derived from its main functionality - creating widgets. Widgetizer is a tool which allows
the users to create HTML widgets which visualize the
information gathered from RSS sources. Content of the
widget is ﬁltered based on manually speciﬁed selections.
Widgetizer is able to handle techniques like personalized
recommendations and targeted context adds.
We designed an information propagation architecture based
on web services and syndication formats. Aim of the
architecture is to distribute relevant information to the
small web pages without much work and programming
knowledge. Architecture has three main components feed aggregator, datastore and data distribution channel. Information distributed through distribution channel
can be ﬁltered manually and automatically depending on
source content and the content of the target web page.
According the user study we assume that the content
within the same content cluster or category is more interesting for the end user as diﬀerent kind of content. Table
above compares user interests for general content and ﬁltered content. User are most than twice more interested
into ﬁltered content that to general content.
Visualizer. Business is able to analyze the clusters and
the activity in these clusters, business can collect moods,
trends and feedback from the social web. Created segments can be analyzed using click stream analysis software (e.g. Google Analytics). Additionally, on the back
end, editors are beneﬁting by being able to share, associate and package news (products, information) across
properties, signiﬁcantly increasing opportunities to monetize content. This is out of scope of this paper to discuss
the monetization of the content.
Based on the evaluation, it is obvious that information
consumers need the information to be organized in speciﬁc blocks. Usually users are interested in the information within speciﬁc topic and thus information organized in content clusters will help the users to orientate
in social web space - no matter whether the end user just

Figure 7: Activity on clusters can be analysed.
searches the web or business analyst analyses the activity
and trends within a cluster.

6. Conclusions and contributions
In this paper we discussed topics related to clustering on
Social Web: deﬁnition of information producer and information consumer, design of content processing framework
with focus on clustering and evaluation of its components,
user study which demonstrates the beneﬁts of the content
clusters for the web users.
In the introduction part of this paper we described an
idea of connecting information producer with information
consumer in eﬀective way. With Web 2.0 every web user
got a possibility to be a web publisher. Now web user
acts usually in two roles in the same time - content producer and content consumer. User as content producer is
ﬂadding web space with enormous amount of data as statuses, comments or tags. And the user in role of content
consumer tries pick up most relevant content for him. We
concluded that user in role of content consumer should
get the information in eﬀective way by relying on automated data processing. Based on our research we state
that social web user usually acts as information producer
and information consumer in the same time. We identiﬁed as very important to receive web data in eﬀective and
thus we focused on organizing documents into clusters.
We proposed to organize social web data into content clusters can help the information consumers eﬀectively receive
the information. Main part of this paper focuses on content processing framework for building high quality content clusters. Processing framework consists of several
components which operate in diﬀerent processing steps.
Intensive processing of unstructured data is a prerequisite of high quality outputs. We found out that information preprocessing signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the quality
of content clusters. Then we found out that quality of
content clusters can be inﬂuenced by dictionaries but the
domain of the dictionary needs to match domain of the
input dataset.
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We intensively analyzed web comments. We used content
of web comments as extension of web documents and also
we used web comments as indicator of relations between
social web documents. Enriching web documents with
comments had positive impact on overall quality of clustering. But we found that processing comments increases
quality of clusters only in cases that comments are processed together with articles.
Then we designed several social web applications which
are intended to operate on top of the created content clusters - noticeboards, widgetizer, visualizer or calendar. We
assume that such application will bring new possibilities
for more eﬀective usage of social web. Based on the user
study we think that business areas like Customer Relationship Management, Product Management and Marketing can beneﬁt from knowledge retrieved from social web.
The better these business areas know their target audience, the more tailor-made solutions can they prepare. In
order to get internet-based information about their customers and products they need to gather, process and
analyze information from the social web and integrate it
into their internal enterprise applications.
Proposed methods were deployed on traditional architectures. Traditional approaches are short on scalability.
This challenge can be eﬀectively solved by big data approach which we ﬁnd very promissing. As a future work
we recommend to analyze social web content with considering relations on social web. And also we recommend
focus on processing of very big datasets gathered from
social web.
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of design pattern instances via the semantic marking of
model elements or source code fragments and the subsequent transformations of this way marking models or
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structure of the suggested design pattern instances in a
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1. Introduction
The concept of patterns was ﬁrst introduced in the work of
Alexander [1] dealing with urban solutions, but soon patterns were deﬁned and used in software engineering also.
The idea of applying veriﬁed pattern solutions to common recurring problems in the software design attracted
considerable attention very quickly, since the quality of
software systems depends greatly on the design solutions
chosen by developers. Patterns have been applied in various phases of the software development lifecycle. Patterns
were discovered and deﬁned in software analysis, design,
integration, testing and other areas. Currently, design
patterns represent an important tool for developers in the
process of software design construction, and provide especially eﬀective ways to improve the quality of software
systems. Software development teams are capable to produce better software eﬀectively thank to patterns application. Consequently, the suitable tool based support of
design patterns has great signiﬁcance.
The next section 2 explains the instantiation process of
the patterns. Section 3 analyzes the open problems in
the current state of the problem area. Section 4 presents
elaborated approach and method to the design patterns
instantiation support. The section 5 evaluates and summarizes the achieved results. The section 6 analyzes the
related work in the area.

2. Instantiation of Design Patterns
Since the patterns provide abstracted and generalized solutions to recurring problems, its application to solve a
speciﬁc problem requires to concretize and to specialize
the solution described by the pattern [14] (see Figure 1).
Specialization process of a design pattern lies typically in
its integrating into the speciﬁc context of the problem.
This knowledge is mainly available to developers and domain experts involved in the design process, because it requires very specialized and detailed understanding of the
domain context and the speciﬁc application itself. This is
why this process is diﬃcult to automate. Despite this, it
is possible to make specialization of a pattern much easier by providing an appropriate mechanism for supporting
application of design patterns.
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Figure 1: Concretization and specialization of the
solution described by the pattern, when the pattern is applied to solve a concrete and speciﬁc
problem [14].
Goal of concretization of a design pattern is to recast its
abstract form into concrete realization with all its parts,
methods, attributes and associations, but only within the
scope of the pattern instance and its participants, but not
the rest of application model. The more parts the structure of the pattern instance contains, the more concrete it
becomes. The most concrete level of a design pattern instance is source code, because at this level of abstraction
the pattern instance contains all parts from its structure.
Majority of activities in the concretization process depends on stable and ﬁxed deﬁnition of the design pattern
structure so that these activities are fairly routine. This
is a good starting point for automating of this process.

3. Open Problems in the Area
CASE or other modeling tools and approaches provide today some kind of support for design pattern instantiation,
but it is often based on simple copying of pattern template
into the model with minimal possibilities for modiﬁcation
and with minimal support for instance integration into
the context - application model (see Figure. 2). The approaches that focus on creation of pattern instances are
typically based on strict forward participant generation
- participants in all roles are created according to a single template. Similarly, the support of design patterns
available in traditional CASE or other modeling tools is
usually based on UML templates of each design pattern.
They are simply copied into the model with a minimal
possibility for modiﬁcation and integration in the rest of
model when pattern instance is created. However, patterns describe not only the main solution, but also many
alternative solutions and variations. However, a developer is not allowed to choose an appropriate variant or
concrete structure of the design pattern. Only one generic
form is oﬀered to the developer for use. Any other adjustments need to be performed manually without any tool
based support. Moreover, the instances of a patterns created by a tool is typically without any connection to the
rest of the application model. So the instance of a pattern is not integrated into the application model, i.e. the
context. It lacks associations and the names of pattern
participants are general, and so on. All these activities of
instance specialization have to be done by the developer
manually. Even in the approach presented in [12], the developer needs to model all pattern participants manually,
and then link these parts to the pattern model.
Our intention is to automate these activities. Our vision is
that the developer simply suggests and speciﬁes a pattern
instance occurrence directly in the context via semantic

Table 1: Examples of domain dependent roles of
patterns.
Pattern
Domain
Description
dependent
roles
Composite Leaf and Leafs and their operations
its Opera- provide all domain depentions
dent functionality. Everything else is just infrastructure allowing the hierarchical access to the leaf
instances.
Flyweight
Concrete
Concrete Flyweight proFlyweight
vides all domain dependent functionality.
The
rest is infrastructure for
storing instances in memory providing access to
them.
Proxy
Real
The domain dependent is
Subject,
the Real Subject (which
Proxy
often exists before Proxy
pattern application) and
functionality of Proxy participants that provide access to the Real Subject.

marking of context elements, and the rest of the pattern
structure is then automatically generated by subsequent
transformations of models into the appropriate form.

4. Semantics and Model Driven Design Pattern
Instantiation
The abstraction, semantics and model transformations
represent the key principles of Model Driven Development and Model Driven Architecture. Thanks to these
principles, the automation of many aspects of the system
development can be achieved. The semantics applied in
the models enable the possibility to understand the model
and its elements, and also to recognize which elements
play which roles in the model. Consequently, on the basis
of the understanding of the models and its elements, it
is possible to construct the transformations which transform the models to a lower level of abstraction. These
principles represent the basis of the elaborated method of
semantics and model driven design pattern support.
Patterns are often being described as a collection of cooperating roles. Our approach is based also on the idea that
the pattern roles can be divided into roles dealing with
the domain of the created software system and roles performing the pattern’s infrastructure. The domain roles
can be considered as the ”hot spots” while they can be
modiﬁed, added or deleted according to the requirements
of the particular software environment. The roles performing the pattern infrastructure are not changing too
much between the pattern instances. Their purpose is
to glue the domain roles together to be able to perform
desired common functionality. The examples of domain
depended roles are presented in the Table 1.
Employment of the patterns into the project allows the
developer to think on higher level of abstraction. When
he decides to employ the pattern, the ﬁrst thing he needs
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Figure 2: Lack of support of specialization and concretization processes.
to take care is how it will be connected to his project,
how the solution will be integrated to rest of his model
or code. At this moment he does not focus on entire
pattern’s inner structure, at this moment it is irrelevant
to him. The way how he integrates the pattern to the
project lies in speciﬁcation of the domain roles. Their
participants can be existing parts of project or the new
ones created for this situation. Once the domain roles
are speciﬁed, the speciﬁcation of the infrastructure roles
takes place. This is quite a routine, when the developer
subsequently adds participants of the infrastructure roles
according the sample instance from the pattern catalogue.
When we look closer on such instantiation process from
the perspective of its division into two more or less independent processes specialization and concretization (described in the section 2 ”Instantiation of Design Patterns”)
[14], we can see that the user does the specialization process when he is specifying the domain roles. When he
is supplementing pattern instance with the infrastructure
roles he only ﬁnishes the concretization process.
In our approach we do not want to replace the developer
in the specialization process, but we want to relieve him of
the necessity to instantiate the infrastructure roles meanwhile the concretization process. We want the developer
to make a suggestion by the application of semantics as to
where and which design pattern he wishes to be applied
in the model and to specify the domain dependent roles.
Then he can also specify which variant of the pattern to
employ, and in what way he wants it generated. Subsequently the rest of the pattern instance structure will
be automatically generated by model transformations to
lower levels of abstraction according to the instance speciﬁcation.
In case the transformations are driven by an appropriate
model of design pattern, and both the model of an application and the model of the pattern contain information
on semantics, the transformation is capable of comparing
these models and to create mappings between them. So in
this way the transformation can recognize participants of
design patterns that are present in the application model

already, and which are not. As a consequence, the transformation is able to generate missing participants in desired form obtained from the pattern model.
Moreover, we try to support the design patterns at more
levels of abstraction in accord with ideas of the MDA development process. The elaborated approach provides the
support of design patterns at three levels of abstraction:
1. suggested and speciﬁed platform independent instances of design patterns in the model
2. more concrete and platform speciﬁc instances of design patterns in the model
3. concrete and application speciﬁc instances of design
patterns in the source code

4.1 Semantics of Design Patterns
In order to achieve the speciﬁed goals, it is necessary to
provide an appropriate mechanism of pattern semantics
in the application model and source code. It is important to support insertion of semantics directly onto the
elements of the model or source code, because such approach supports the specialization of pattern instances,
and makes the creation of the instance speciﬁcation effortless. Thanks to the semantics, the model transformations are able to understand the model of the application
and recognize its parts.

4.1.1 Semantics of Design Patterns in UML Models
We choose the semantic extension of UML in a form of
UML proﬁle as a standard extension of UML, since one
of our goals is to remain compliant with the majority of
other UML tools. UML proﬁles provide a standard way
to extend the UML semantics in the form of deﬁnitions
of stereotypes, tagged values - meta-attributes of stereotypes, enumeration and constraints. All these elements
can be applied directly onto speciﬁc model elements such
as Classes, Attributes, and Operations [10]. In this way it
is possible to specify participants of design patterns and
relations between them directly in the context - on the
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Figure 3: The snippet of UML proﬁle with some elements for Observer pattern.

Figure 4: Deﬁnition of the source code annotation
for design patterns.

elements of the application model. The snippet of UML
proﬁle for Observer pattern is shown in Figure 3. Authored UML proﬁle for design patterns provides semantics
to various pattern instances adjustments, suggestions and
speciﬁcations. However, it is not mandatory to apply all
the semantic elements (stereotypes). The developer applies and speciﬁes only what he needs to express. Because
of the default values of meta-attributes of stereotypes, the
transformation always has enough information for default
behavior. Inconsistent speciﬁcations of pattern instances
can be handled by OCL constraints which are part of
UML proﬁle as well.

4.1.2 Semantics of Design Patterns in Source Code
Source code annotations work as metadata information
for diﬀerent artifacts and fragments of the source code.
This information can be processed by various tools (compilers, etc.). Thanks to the source code annotations, the
semantics and visibility of patterns can by preserved and
propagated from model also into the source code.
We propose the following deﬁnition of annotation for design patterns (see Figure 4).
The attribute patternName of the annotation expresses
the name of the pattern e.g. Observer, Mediator, Command, etc. Because one pattern (for example Observer)
may have more diﬀerent instances applied, the pattern
instance ”alias” is necessary for the recognition among
these instances. The roleName expresses the name of the
pattern participant e.g. Subject, ConcreteSubject, attach, etc. Some participants of the pattern instances may
have more possible variants and therefore the variant attribute is also necessary.

Figure 5: The overall illustration of design patterns instantiation process.
The presented proposal is intended for Java platform, but
it can be simply adjusted also for other platforms, even if
they do not support source code annotations. In such case
the annotations may be enclosed in comments. However,
because Java does not support the annotation of one code
unit (i.e. method, class, etc.) by more than one annotation with the identical name, this approach is limited in
case that one fragment - unit of the code represents more
roles in more patterns (for example, in case of pattern
composition). This problem can be resolved by enclosing
the next DesignPattern annotations in comments as well.

4.2 Process of Design Patterns Instantiation
In the ﬁrst step the developer suggests pattern instance
occurrence by the insertion of semantics, i.e. application
of stereotypes into the model. In the second optional step,
the developer speciﬁes a desired variant or conﬁguration
of instance by setting tagged values of inserted stereotypes. Then he runs the transformation to a lower level
of abstraction. The transformation generates the rest of
the pattern, and also marks the participants of the pattern. From the second step the process can be repeated
at a lower level of the abstraction. The only diﬀerence is
that at the lower level of abstraction (PSM) in the second
step, more implementation dependent choices (e.g. data
types) are oﬀered which the developer was not asked previously at the higher level (PIM). The overall illustration
of design patterns instantiation process is illustrated on
the Figure 5.
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Figure 6: An example of the suggestion and speciﬁcation of the Observer pattern instance into the model.

Figure 7: The result of transformation to Java target platform of the model from Figure 6 in accord with
the instance suggestion and speciﬁcation.
The suggestion and the speciﬁcation of pattern instance
are realized by applying information on the semantics into
the models provided by semantical extension of UML. For
example, Figure 6 shows a suggestion of the Observer pattern instance via applying one stereotype «Observes» to
a desired element, in this case, an association. From this
information the transformation can recognize that the
source element of the association represents a Concrete
Observer and the destination element is a Concrete Subject. Consequently, on the basis of this information and
the available pattern model and semantics, the transformation can recognize the other pattern participants need
to be added to the model.
The transformation also needs information about how to
generate the rest of pattern instance, e.g. variant of pattern, desired adjustments of pattern instance and so on.
The next step is the speciﬁcation of pattern instance. This
goal is achieved by setting up values of meta-attributes of
stereotype (Figure 6). In our approach this step is not
mandatory because default values of meta-attributes of
the stereotype are set and are available. Consequently,
the application of a desired pattern can consist only of
applying one suggestion mark - the stereotype onto the
speciﬁed model element, when the developer wants the
default variant of pattern. Any other activities will be
completed by a tool via model transformations. In this
phase, developers do not have to concern themselves with
the concrete details of the pattern structure, and they can
comfortably work with pattern instances at a higher level
of abstraction. Application of the desired pattern is realized on elements of the system model or context, and

thus the specialization process is supported.
The concretization process is realized and automated by
model transformations to lower levels of abstraction until the source code level is reached. One of the possible
results of the transformation of the model from Figure
6 is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen the transformation generates the rest of pattern structure in a desired
form in accord with pattern suggestion and speciﬁcation
from Figure 6. The pattern instance becomes more concrete, so the form of the instance now represents its lower
abstraction level. Thanks to the realization of the pattern instance by placing the suggestion and speciﬁcation
directly into the context of elements in the application
model, the transformation is also able to integrate the
generated participants with participants already present
in the model. As a result, the pattern instance is in the
application speciﬁc form.
It is important that the transformation is realized and
launched with a choice of target platform, because at
this point the ﬁrst diﬀerences may occur in the structure of pattern instances depending on target platform.
The choice of target platform also determines the set of
possible choices of data types before subsequent transformation to source code level.
As one can see in Figure 7, the transformation also adds
explicit marks (stereotypes) to all identiﬁed and generated
pattern participants. The addition of marks and also the
whole transformation is performed on the basis of the pattern model. As a consequence, the instances are clearly
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Figure 8: The source code snippet of Subject generated from the model in the Figure 7.
visible in the models, and the developer can repeat the
instantiation process at lower level (PSM) directly from
the optional second step, i.e. specifying the instance and
choosing a more detailed adjustments of pattern instance
(e.g. concrete data types). Again, the default values of
the stereotype meta-attributes are set, so the developer
can run the transformation to source code directly.
The models with concretized instances of patterns are
transformed into the source code in the next step. In order to propagate the visibility of the applied patterns from
the model into the source code we have used proposed annotations (see Figure 4). In the Figure 8 the source code
snippet of Subject generated from the model in the Figure 7 is illustrated. Each generated pattern participant
is annotated with the proposed deﬁnition of annotation.
The transformation of the model into the source code is
realized in form of source code templates which generate
the pattern participants with correct annotations as well.
For classes marked with a stereotype, the template with
the same name is used. For example, for the model classes
marked with the stereotype «Subject», the template with
the name subject.javajet is used, etc.
Consequently, in this approach we propagate and expand
the two applied stereotypes from higher level of abstraction (i.e. «Observes» from Figure 6) onto lots of annotations in the source code (e.g. Figure 8 âĂŞ however, it
is only a little snippet from one class). So this way, the
huge manual annotation of pattern participants in a large
source code is not required and it is reduced to a little
manual suggestion via stereotypes at the highest level of
abstraction (e.g. Figure 6).
Moreover, two separate groups of classes are generated
by the initial transformation to source code. The ﬁrst is

the base group which is always overwritten by subsequent
source code generation (see Figure 8 SubjectBase class).
The second is the development group which is generated
only by initial transformation. The developer can write
and add a speciﬁc implementation here without the threat
of it being overwritten.

4.3 Realization of Transformations
The model transformations are driven by properly speciﬁed and marked models of design patterns. These prepared models cover all supported pattern variants and
possible modiﬁcations. Each element of these models is
marked. There are two types of marks in pattern models. The ﬁrst type of marks expresses the role of the
element in the scope of the pattern. On the basis of
this type of marks the tool is capable of creating mappings between models. The second type of marks expresses an association of the element with a variant of
the pattern. On the basis of this type of marks the tool
is capable of deciding which element should be generated
into the model, which way and in what form. For the
second type of marks the following notation is deﬁned:
[∼]StereotypeName::Meta-attributeName::value;
An element from the pattern model is generated into the
model only if the speciﬁed meta-attribute of the speciﬁed stereotype has the speciﬁed value. These marks can
be joined via ”;”, while the symbol ”˜”expresses negation.
If an element has no mark, it is always generated into
the model. A sample section of the pattern model of the
Observer pattern is exposed in the Figure 9.
The ﬁrst action performed by the tool after the start of the
transformation is the comparison of the ﬁrst type marks
in pattern model to the marks in the application model.
Based on the ﬁrst type marks comparison the tool is capable of making a mapping between the marked models, and
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Figure 9: Sample section of Observer pattern model by which the model transformations are driven.
consequently to recognize which parts of the structure of
the design pattern instance are in the model of the developing application and which are not. For example, in
Figure 6 we have shown the application of the Observer
pattern by applying of two stereotypes «Observes» on
the directed association. From this way marked association the tool can recognize that the pattern roles Concrete
Observer and Concrete Subject of this two Observer pattern instances are present in the model already, and also
which elements (in this case classes) in the application
model represent these pattern roles.
Decisions about which variant of pattern and which elements from the pattern model need to be generated into
the application model are based on the comparison of the
second type marks in the pattern model with the values
of the meta-attributes of stereotypes. These values are
set up by the developer in the second step - speciﬁcation
of the pattern instance (for example see Figure 6). After decision-making and selection of the desired pattern
form, the ﬁnal transformation is performed from the pattern suggestion level to the lower level of abstraction. The
results of the transformation are correctly specialized and
concrete instances of the patterns in the desired form (for
example see Figure 7).
Driving the model transformations by pattern models allows us to adjust results of transformations by modifying
of the pattern models which drive the transformations.
Marks in the models ensure that the tool is always capable of creating correct mappings between the model of
application and the model which drives the transformation, and consequently decide which element should be
generated into the model and in what form. This way
it is possible to model any custom structure and achieve
support for its application into the model.
The transformation to source code is realized on the basis
of the source code templates. Each pattern participant
has own source code template. The transformation takes
source code template with name identical to the stereotype name of the participant and it generates template’s
content into speciﬁed destination. For model elements
without any stereotype the common code template is used
which generates only signatures of the class, ﬁelds and
methods with empty body.

5. Evaluation and Summarization
In the presented approach we provided the method to the
support of pattern application in three (two) steps:
1. via stereotypes application in the model the developer suggests where and what design pattern instances he wants to apply - he suggests the instance
occurrences.
2. (optional) via setting up of meta-attributes values of
stereotypes (tagged values) the developer speciﬁes
which pattern variant to generate - he chooses the
adjustments of the pattern instances.
3. the developer runs the model transformation.
The approach splits the details of concrete design pattern
instantiation into three levels of abstraction, and thus developers do not need to take care about concrete details of
pattern structure in the model of the highest abstraction
level.
The model transformations automate the concretization
process of pattern instantiation. They are driven by pattern instances suggestion and speciﬁcation and by the pattern models as well. This way designed transformations
have several capabilities. First, they provide a possibility
to choose an appropriate variant of the pattern by instance speciﬁcation by setting up the tagged values of the
stereotypes. Second, they enable the modeling of a custom pattern or structure by modiﬁcation of pattern model
by which the transformations are driven, and in this way
to achieve its generation into the model. The developer is
enabled to model any custom structure, or even to create
a new one. As a result, the method is not oriented to the
GoF design pattern support only, but it can also support
other custom model structures which are often created in
models mechanically.
Further, each generated pattern participant is annotated
in accord to the described deﬁnition of source code annotations as result of the transformation to the source code.
The semantics of patterns introduced into the source code
by annotations expand the visibility of pattern instances
and as a result make identifying of pattern participants in
the source code quite easy. Because manual annotation of
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Table 2: Average results of executed experiments.
Time with using the tool t1
< 30 min
Time without using the tool t2
> 120 min
Speed up t2/t1
>4
Number of generated code lines
478
Ng
Number of added code lines Nd
52
Improving coeﬃcient (Ng / Nd)
10,2
+1

Table 3: Quantity of generated source code.
Metric
Decorator
Mediator
Observer
LOC
223
212
193
NOA
9
6
14
NOC
6
6
6
NOCON
7
7
1
NOIS
11
9
10
NOM
103
50
60
NOO
22
15
14

source code by developers is very lengthy and senseless,
this approach provides very useful way how to eliminate
the manual annotation of source code. The reduction of
manual annotation is based on the idea of design information propagation and expansion from models of higher
abstraction level into the source code. Although it does
not deal with the problem of existing or legacy software
systems, it provides the very useful way how to propagate and expand design information and how to prevent
the problem of pattern instances invisibility in source code
toward the future. Besides, it does not have to be used
only for patterns, but it can be simply adjusted also for
others architectural or design decisions as well.

is a notation for the speciﬁcation of solutions of design
patterns and their instantiation into UML models. Design pattern instances are regarded as part of the object
model, providing another construct that can be used in
the description of a program. Once all design pattern instance elements are linked to one or more UML design
elements, consistency checks are made. A deﬁciency of
this approach is that the developer needs to model all
pattern participants manually and then link these parts
to the pattern model.

The transformations consider the three most important
characteristics of model driven development. These are
as follows:
• Adjustability - by allowing the control and adjustment of the results of model transformations.
• Incremental consistency - by non-duplication of
pattern participants in model transformations, and
by separating the generated source code into two
groups of classes: generated and developed.
• Traceability - by marking automatically and explicitly all pattern instances and participants after
model transformations.
The approach is based on a standard extension of the
UML, and thus is compliant with majority of other UML
tools.
The approach was evaluated also through experiments in
which we monitored the execution time of an assigned
task with and without usage of the created tool which
implements the presented method. Also the count of generated and added source code lines has been observed.
The tasks consisted of implementing speciﬁed instances
of design patterns in a speciﬁed form. The average results of the experiments on a group of ﬁve programmers
and ﬁve master degree students of software engineering
are summarized in the Table 2.
The quantity of the generated source code has been evaluated for each design pattern via metrics. The results of
this evaluation are shown in Table 3.
Results of experiments show a signiﬁcant improvement
gained by use of the method and tool in the area.

6. Related Work
Mapelsden et. al. [12] introduce an approach to design
pattern application based on the Design Pattern Modelling Language. The authors describe this language, which

El Boussaidi et. al. [2] present model transformations
based on the Eclipse EMF and JRule frameworks. Wang
et. al. [17] provide similar functionality by XSLT-based
transformations of models stored in XMI-Light format.
Both approaches can be considered as driven by a single
template and they focus mostly on the transformation
process and do not set a space for pattern customization.
Another method was introduced by Ó Cinnéide et. al.
[4]. They present a method for the creation of behaviorpreserving design pattern transformations and apply this
method to GoF design patterns. The method involves a
refactoring process which provides descriptions of transformations to modify the spots for pattern instance placement (so called precursors). Placement is achieved by the
application of so called ’micropatterns’ to the ﬁnal pattern instances. While Ó Cinnéide’s approach is supposed
to guide the developers pattern placement in the phase
of refactoring (based on source code analysis), Briand et.
al. [3] try to identify the spots for pattern instances in
the design phase (based on UML model analysis). They
provide a semi-automatic suggestion mechanism based on
a decision tree combining an evaluation of the automatic
detection rules with user queries.
All the former approaches focus on the creation of pattern instances. The ones presented by Dong et. al. [6, 8]
presume the presence of pattern instances in the model.
They provide support for evolution of the existing pattern
instances resulting from application changes. In the former [6], the implementation employs QVT based model
transformations, and in the latter [8] the same is achieved
by XSLT transformations over the model stored as XMI.
However, both work with a single conﬁguration pattern
template allowing only changes in the presence of hot
spots participants. Other possible variations are omitted.
Debnath et. al. [5] propose a level architecture of UML
proﬁles for design patterns. Authors introduce a proﬁle
for patterns and analyze the advantages of using proﬁles
to deﬁne, document, and visualize the design. Authors
provide a guide to the creation of UML Proﬁles, but they
give no concrete way of providing support in any tool.
Dong et. al. [7] discuss some of the relevant aspects
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of the UML proﬁle. The paper presents an approach to
the creation of UML proﬁles for design patterns. The approach allows an explicit representation of design patterns
in software designs and introduces a notation for names of
stereotypes and tagged values: Type<name:String [instance:integer], role:String>; for example: PatternClass<Observer[1], ConcreteObserver>. The introduced
notation is useful because it visualizes individual instances
of design patterns, but the Type part of the notation is
redundant because the stereotype deﬁnition itself already
carries this information.
Meﬀert [13] introduces an approach assisting developers in
selection of the correct design pattern for a given context.
The approach introduces the annotations to the source
code in order to express an intention of the given source
code fragment. Meﬀert also proposes the description of
the intention for some design patterns. The suitable pattern is recommended to a developer on the basis of comparison of the annotated source code intention with the
intention deﬁned for the design pattern’s parts.
Sabo et al. [16] present a method of preserving the correct form of applied design patterns during the process
of software system evolution. The method aims to explicit indication of the pattern participants in the source
code by annotations. The authors also propose a mechanism determining whether the applied pattern instances
are still valid or have been broken due meantime code
modiﬁcations.
Kirasić et al. [11] present an ontology-based architecture
for pattern recognition. The authors integrate the knowledge representation ground and static code analysis for
pattern recognition.
Another method of the patterns recovery based on code
annotations and regular expressions has been introduced
by Rasool et al. [15]. The authors extend the list of annotations deﬁned in [13] in order to detect the similarity
of diﬀerent annotations used in multiple patterns. Authors’ intention is to use the annotations for the static
analysis of the source code and subsequent recognition of
structural design patterns.
Fülleborn et al. [9] present an approach of the documentation of the particular source code or UML models
that have design deı̈ňAciencies,
in order to document the
,
problems in their context that the chosen design pattern
solves. Documenting is done by adding non-functional
requirements in form of annotations. Next, the authors
formally document also the solved problems so that they
can be compared to the situation before the chosen design pattern was applied. By the way of comparison, the
transformation between the situation before and after the
application of the design pattern is made explicitly in order to derive the reusable cross-domain representation of
the situation.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented the approach to the design
patterns instantiation support based on the semantics and
model transformations.
Semantics of patterns, which is introduced into the models via UML proﬁle and into the source code via annotations, support specialization process of patterns, because
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it is allowed to suggest and to specify the pattern instances participants directly on the context elements via
application of speciﬁc semantic marks on them.
Subsequent model transformations, which are driven by
applied semantic marks (suggestion and speciﬁcation) and
pattern models, support and automate the concretization
process of design patterns, because they generate the rest
of missing structure of suggested and speciﬁed pattern
instances in desired form and directly in the context.
Consequently, both of the processes (i.e. concretization
and specialization process, see Section 2) of pattern instantiation are supported by presented method.
Nowadays, the approach does not give any guide on what
patterns are suitable to apply. In our opinion, this guide
is relatively hard to automate by the tool, because the
knowledge of what patterns are suitable to apply requires
really detailed understanding of the context and therefore,
this knowledge is available especially to the developers or
designers involved in the design process. But this is also
a challenge to the future.
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